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I. INTRODUCTION

How to achieve high and sustained growth is one of the most critical topics in macroeconomics, but it has remained an elusive holy grail. Over the past half a century, developing economies have treaded quite different paths, with a few like the “Asian Miracles”—Hong Kong (China), Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan Province of China—catching up, some forging ahead, and many falling behind, to use the description of Abramovitz (1986). Lucas (1988), observing cross-country growth experiences and their implications on social welfare, famously wrote that “once one starts to think about them, it is hard to think about anything else.” The empirical evidence shows that the odds for poor or middle-income countries to reach high-income status within a couple of generations are very low. Over 1960–2014, less than 10 percent of economies (16 out of 182) have reached high-income status. In contrast to the Asian miracles, the others that made it either discovered large quantities of oil or benefitted from joining the European Union.

The contrasting views on the interpretation of the Asian miracles’ success are akin to Kurosawa’s Rashomon plot. In this masterpiece of Japanese cinema, every witness of a samurai’s murder (that is, a peasant, a bandit, the samurai’s wife, and lastly a soothsayer) has its own version of the same event. Similarly, many economists and policymakers call for a different mixture of the same standard growth policy recipe that includes financial deepening, openness to trade, ease of doing business, good infrastructure and institutions, macro-stability, good education, and capital accumulation. We argue for a distinct perspective on the success of the Asian Miracles (and perhaps play the role of the soothsayer in Rashomon).

Based on theoretical, empirical, and historical evidence (in the tradition of Friedrich List, Alice Amsden, Robert Wade, James Fallows, and Ha-Joon Chang), we argue that the development paths of the Asian Miracles as well as Japan, Germany, and the U.S. before them, provide us with important clues to their success. We contend that standard growth policy prescriptions are not sufficient. We find strong commonalities in policies pursued by the Asian Miracles, and one cannot ignore the preeminent role of industrial policy in their development.2 Not only did they succeed at catching up with the advanced world, the Asian miracles’ economic model resulted in much lower market income inequality than that in most advanced countries.3

Distilling useful lessons from country experiences is a daunting task, not least because of the difficulty of disentangling the role of policies from luck in the absence of natural experiments. We contribute to this debate by arguing that many things could go wrong in the countries that diverged and there is a lot of valuable information in the countries that truly succeeded. First, we use a stylized model to show that it is not easy to distinguish between luck and policies in the countries that have diverged, adding more noise than signal to the uncovering of the

---

2 In the paper, we do not examine China’s policies (although there are many similarities to policies pursued by the Asian miracles) since China has not yet achieved the high-income status.

3 See Luxembourg Income Study database.
growth determinants. Second, we show that long-term growth follows a power law distribution suggesting that crucial information such as the experience of the Asian Miracles lies in the tail rather than the average. This approach contrasts with the standard approach in economics emphasizing averages such as growth regressions. In other words, according to the Nobel laureate in physics Phil Anderson, “Much of the real world is controlled as much by the tails of distributions as [by] means or averages…by the exceptional not the common place; by the catastrophe, not the steady drip…we need to free ourselves from ‘average’ thinking” (Ramalingam 2013).

We argue that the success of the Asian Miracles is based on three key principles that constitute “True Industrial Policy,” which we describe as Technology and Innovation Policy (TIP). Although our paper is yet another attempt among many to discover the key ingredients for success in development, we are the first, to our knowledge, to articulate them into the following three key principles, which were applied at the onset by the Asian miracles: (i) state intervention to fix market failures that preclude the emergence of domestic producers in sophisticated industries early on, beyond the initial comparative advantage; (ii) export orientation, in contrast to the typical failed “industrial policy” of the 1960s–1970s, which was mostly import substitution industrialization (ISI); and (iii) the pursuit of fierce competition both abroad and domestically with strict accountability.

In addition, the extent of the technological leap to sophisticated industries early on and the extent of the technology creation by domestic firms would determine how successful the long-term growth outcome could be. Success depends on policies emphasizing innovation and technology at every stage of the development process. Those countries that manage this process would have a high chance of making it to the club of high-income countries in a relatively brief period. We contend that the Asian miracles implemented these principles, offering clues as to what other countries could do to follow in their footsteps. Indeed, “If we know what an economic miracle is, we ought to be able to make one” (Lucas 1993).

Economic diversification, which is on agenda of many developing countries, especially commodity exporters, is another outcome of TIP. It is consistent with the thesis of Breaking the Oil Spell, in which Cherif, Hasanov, and Zhu (2016) argue that to promote sustained growth, diversifying the tradable sector and increasing its sophistication are crucial for commodity exporters.

Both the state and the market have their roles to play in implementing TIP. The “Leading Hand of the State” has a role in steering labor and capital into activities the market would not necessarily undertake (Cherif, Hasanov, and Kammer 2016), but market-signal-based decision-making and an autonomous private sector are also crucial. Bill Gates, describing his and Mark Zuckerberg’s efforts to finance green investments, said “the public led; we
followed” (Rumbelow 2017). It is not the state against the market; rather “when the public takes the lead and is ambitious, not just facilitating or being meek, it can push the frontier” (Mariana Mazzucato in Rumbelow 2017).

We characterize a three-gear approach to implementing TIP. The state has to set the level of ambition of its goal, and then implement the right policies while imposing accountability and being able to adapt fast as conditions change—Ambition, Accountability, and Adaptability (AAA), or a triple A, of the “leading hand of the state.” Mediocre growth is not necessarily a fatality; rather it depends on the right policies and the level of the gear selected. The Asian miracles—the highest gear—are the outcome of TIP in its moonshot approach version. The middle gear is a leapfrog approach and it may provide decent growth leading to the middle-income status, while the lowest gear is a snail crawl approach that results in relatively lower growth.

The three gears correspond to different sets of policies. We argue that a standard growth recipe such as improving business environment, institutions, and infrastructure, preserving macro-stability, investing in education, and minimizing government interventions is not sufficient to sustain high long-term growth and to a large extent, constitutes the lowest gear of TIP, or the snail crawl approach. These policies mostly fix “government failures” but not necessarily “market failures,” especially in the development of sophisticated sectors. The standard policies to attract FDI in addition to state intervention to develop industries around comparative advantage sectors may result in leapfrogging and steady growth. By and large, however, these policies might not generate miracles. By intervening to fix market failures to develop sophisticated sectors and domestic or homegrown technology, the state could create conditions for high and sustained long-term growth. These ambitious policies pursued by the Asian miracles represent the moonshot approach.

The rest of the paper is divided into the following main parts: (i) a brief overview of the different sides of the debate on the nature of the Asian miracles’ success; (ii) empirical evidence and theory showing why there is more information in the Asian miracles than in the “failures”; (iii) an outline of the principles of TIP; (iv) a justification of the principles of TIP from an economic perspective; (v) TIP in an historical perspective; and (vi) conclusion. A reader mainly interested in the principles of TIP can skip the second and third sections without loss of continuity.

II. RASHOMON’S WITNESSES OF THE ASIAN MIRACLES

The discussion of the Asian Miracles brings us to the taboo topic of the usefulness of industrial policy for development and growth. In one of the earliest work on the topic, the World Bank (1993), espousing the views of many economists, argues that the standard growth

---

4 See, for example, Kavlak, McNerney and Trancik (2018) who show the importance of government funded R&D and policies that stimulate market growth in the dramatic cost reduction of photovoltaic modules.
recipe such as enhancing macroeconomic stability, improving legal and regulatory structure and business climate, securing an effective financial system, liberalizing trade, and accumulating physical and human capital, was key to sustained growth of the East Asian countries. Although the World Bank (1993) acknowledges that state intervention to spur specific industries was successful in some cases, it suggests that in general industrial policy did not work and advises governments against using it. Many countries that tried have failed and a few that succeeded have pursued good fundamental policies and have been good at evaluating and monitoring the support provided. Nonetheless, the World Bank (1993) states that export-push strategies using standard growth policies hold the most promise. In other words, this view corresponds to the low gear of TIP or snail-crawl approach in our classification.

The example of Hong Kong illustrates well the contrasting views on what made the Asian miracles. Many argue that its success was due to free-market policies (e.g., Monnery 2017) rather than industrial policy. Chen (1987) and Weiss (2005) point to the prominent contribution of manufacturing exports to growth in the earlier period without state intervention in contrast to activist policies of Korea and Taiwan Province of China. However, the Trade and Industry Department of Hong Kong indicates that it provided various forms of support to industry, which can be classified as “soft” industrial policy. Hong Kong Productivity Council created in 1967 played an instrumental role in promoting technology and innovation, TIP in our definition (Boulton 1997).

The empirical growth literature suggests that many of the standard growth factors, by and large, are causal while at the same time considering the Asian miracles as mere statistical accidents. A few others, based on growth accounting exercises (e.g., Young 1995) believe the high growth of the Asian miracles is attributed to high investment rates in physical and human capital, increased labor force participation and higher working hours, or “perspiration” rather than high productivity gains or “inspiration.” Others see in the Asian miracles the product of cultural traits and geography, which can neither be changed nor exported.

Yet many scholars have argued that a certain form of industrial policy in East Asia was instrumental in its rapid growth and catch up. Amsden (1989), Wade (1990), Woo (1992) and Chang (2002) have attributed this catch up to “the developmental state”. Ricardo Hausmann, Jose-Antonio Ocampo, Dani Rodrik, and Joseph Stiglitz, among others, have also shown that policies play an important role in the structural transformation of developing economies. The state’s priorities included high investment rates, promotion of some sectors either through creating state-owned enterprises (SOEs) or directing private firms to enter the sectors they would not otherwise enter, and strong export orientation (Wade 2018). Interestingly, some

---

5 In addition, Bloom and Williamson (1997) argue that the demographic dividend contributed to the success of the Asian miracles.

elements such as export orientation and high investment rates are common across the contrasting views on industrial policy in the earlier work.

The debate on industrial policy has been relatively confrontational in the recent past. Perhaps the consensus view among many economists is that industrial policy usually fails, so any resurrection of these ideas is taken with great skepticism. Wade (2018) mentions an interesting anecdote about the World Bank’s view on industrial policy. In his account, only when Justin Lin arrived at the World Bank as Chief Economist in 2008, was there an attempt to bring back the banished phrase “industrial policy.” In his speech in Pretoria, Vice President of the World Bank, Janamitra Devan citing The Economist’s “Industrial policy is back in fashion,” argues that “promoting industrial competitiveness is not back in fashion—because it never went out of fashion” (2011). Yet the term went underground after Lin left and the pilots “Competitive Industries Program” that were created were wound down. There are relatively few empirical studies on the causal effects of industrial policy, and some recent papers find a positive effect (e.g. Criscuolo et. al. 2019, Juhasz 2018, Kalouptsidi 2018, and Lane 2017).

Chang (2009, 2013) proposes to go beyond the confrontation and see what we can learn from this debate. He stresses the importance of export orientation as a common ground. He further argues that even such crucial problems as the lack of capabilities and political economy issues that tend to translate into advice for inaction, should not let “the best become the enemy of the good.” In the same vein of surmounting the ideological confrontation, Benhassine and Raballand (2009) suggest that industrial policy may be most needed in low-income countries with undiversified industrial base. They argue that even if conditions for interventions are very weak, examples show that interventions can still succeed. Harrison and Rodriguez-Clare (2010) discuss theoretical and empirical work on industrial policy and suggest that there is an important role for a “soft” industrial policy, in which government and the private sector collaborate on interventions to increase productivity. IDB (2014) argues along the same lines based on the Latin American experience. Justin Lin (2012) suggests that the state could provide a facilitating role in identifying and helping develop industries around comparative advantage along with markets and firms leading the technological innovation.

Stiglitz and Greenwald (2014) argue that what separates advanced countries from developing countries is the gap in knowledge. They start with Arrow’s (1962) seminal paper “Learning by Doing” and contend that markets will underprovide the production and diffusion of knowledge. Closing the knowledge gap would require a well-crafted industrial policy to encourage learning and create a learning society. Mazzucato (2013) shows how important the state’s role is in promoting innovation and growth in advanced countries.

---

7 We thank Chris Colford for bringing this speech to our attention.

While academics have been debating about the practicalities and merits of industrial policy, most countries, whether intentionally or not, have been engaged in some form of industrial policy. Ha-Joon Chang has been arguing this point that by choosing to build a certain type of infrastructure (e.g., a railroad vs. a road or broadband internet) or encouraging a certain type of education (e.g., engineering schools vs. business schools), policies favor a certain type of industries. Moreover, many countries have been trying to promote explicitly tourism, finance, and logistics, and even if policies to promote these industries are not called industrial policies, effectively these policies have been industrial in nature. In many cases international financial institutions seem to have been less worried by this type of industrial policy. The key question is if many countries have been conducting industrial policy anyway, what should the right way to do this be.

III. LEARNING FROM MIRACLES VS. FAILURES

A. 50 Years of Development: Catching Up, Forging Ahead, and Falling Behind

A half-century of cross-country development experience indicates that the odds of reaching high-income status are low. Since high-income countries have also grown for the past 50 years, an important metric for assessing income convergence is relative growth. The standard methods to define low, middle, or high-income status using absolute levels of income need to be updated regularly to incorporate growth of other countries. Since the goal of economic development is to reach the living standards of the most advanced countries, the thresholds based on relative income capture how far an economy is from reaching that goal.

We use the distribution of GDP per capita in 2011 purchasing power parity (PPP) dollars relative to the U.S. in 2005 to compute the thresholds. We calculate this distribution’s median and the seventy-fifth percentile, which help determine the thresholds for upper-middle-income and high-income countries, respectively. We set the upper-middle income threshold at 20 percent of the U.S. income per capita and the high-income threshold at 50 percent (Figure 1). The thresholds are applied through time since they are expressed in relative income terms. In 2014, the upper-middle income threshold was about $10,400, while the high-income threshold was about $26,000. These figures raise the bar for the countries to reach high-income status.

---

9 We use data from Penn World Tables 9.0. The thresholds computed from the 2005 data are not substantially different from those computed using the data in the 2000s. In addition, these thresholds are not different from those in the earlier version of Penn World Tables 8.0. However, the thresholds based on the relative income distribution in earlier decades are much lower in PWT 9.0 than in PWT 8.0.

10 The median is about 18 percent while the 75th percentile is about 47 percent in the relative income distribution.

11 In 1960, these thresholds were about $3500 and $8800, while in 1970, they were about $4700 and $11,700, respectively.
Some interesting patterns emerge. Many industrialized nations remained rich, with a few economies growing rapidly in the 1960s and passing the high-income threshold by 1970 (Israel, Italy, and Japan). Many oil-exporting countries witnessed a large fall in relative income over 1970–2014 despite the rise in oil prices in the 2000s (Cherif and Hasanov 2016). Low- and lower-middle income countries (with relative income of less than 20 percent of the U.S. GDP per capita) mostly stayed in the same relative positions. Only did a few countries rise to the upper-middle income status from the low-income status (Botswana, Egypt, China, Grenada, Mongolia, and Thailand). A few more countries rose to the upper-middle income level from the lower-middle income level (e.g., Brazil, Malaysia, and Romania). Many others lagged and fell in relative rankings (e.g., Jamaica and South Africa).

---

12 The threshold for the low-income status is set at 10 percent of U.S. GDP per capita.

13 For a survey, see Johnson and Papageorgiou (forthcoming).
In the past one-half of a century (1960-2014), only a handful of economies, 16 out of 182 economies in the sample in 2014—Aruba, Czech Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Hong Kong (China), Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Oman, Portugal, Singapore, Slovenia, Spain, and Taiwan Province of China—have crossed the threshold of 50 percent of the U.S. GDP per capita. Examining a bit over 40 years of data (1970–2014), Israel, Italy, and Japan drop out from this sample as they reached the high-income status by 1970. Over the past 44 years, 7 economies out of 13 reaching the high-income status were European countries, which were already upper-middle income economies to begin with, and later became part of the European Union, including a small Dutch Caribbean island of Aruba. It is not surprising that these economies grew relatively fast. Other countries such as Equatorial Guinea, Oman, and in fact Aruba, grew fast due to oil discoveries. However, history may repeat itself as other oil exporters such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia got rich with oil discoveries but then lost their relative income ranking over time.

The four economies reaching the high-income status without the proximity to advanced Europe or natural resource discoveries are the Asian Tigers—Hong Kong (China), Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan Province of China. Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan Province of China were below the upper-middle income threshold in 1960 (Figure 1). In 1970, only Korea was below the 10 percent threshold for low-middle income countries, while Taiwan Province of China was slightly below 20 percent threshold (Figure 2). Given the historic record of long-term growth and income convergence, reaching high-income status in 40–50 years constitutes an economic “miracle” as Lucas (1993) observed. For instance, what took Malaysia more than
50 years to reach about 40 percent of U.S. GDP per capita in 2014 (starting at around 15 percent of U.S. GDP per capita), took Korea only about 20 years. And for current and forthcoming generations, fast convergence is what matters.

**B. Can We Learn from Miracles?**

Our summary of 50 years of development showed that only a few countries made it from relative or absolute poverty to advanced economy status. While countries like Ireland and Spain do provide valuable lessons, their relatively high starting levels of income, the geographic proximity to the advanced economies of Europe and the substantial aid and development programs of the EU cannot be ignored as contributing factors. Meanwhile, the Asian miracles could be considered as the most relevant group and arguably the only true “miracles”. One would naturally expect the Asian miracles to constitute a focal point for the students of development. Instead, and until recently, the experiences of the Asian miracles have been mostly considered as “accidents” that cannot and should not be emulated, at least from the point of view of standard development economics.14 A few exceptions are Murphy et. al. (1989) and Lucas (1993) who gave elegant and insightful views of the mechanism behind the Asian miracles but not necessarily the policies that led to them. As we will argue below, the success of the Asian miracles cannot be disentangled from that of their industrial policies.

As for why development economics in general ignored the Asian miracles, or rather the industrial policies behind them, there are roughly two schools. In the first school, the tendency is to interpret History so that it fits preconceptions about the role of policies and the type of institutions or projectionism in the words of Johnson (1982). Some consider the Asian miracles in their recent form, when it would be difficult to distinguish them from other advanced economies in terms of institutions, human and physical capital as well as policies, and in particular in terms of the extent of state intervention. Others document state intervention and sectoral policies during the fast growth periods but conclude that they had a minor effect and that the miracle would have happened without them (see World Bank 1993). In other words, there is no particular value extracted from their experiences beyond the usual prescription: financial deepening, openness to trade, infrastructure, institutions, macro-stability, education, etc.15 This approach of course ignores History in the sense that it ignores the different metamorphoses performed by the Asian miracles and in particular the role of their ever-changing policies to take them from one stage of development to the next.

The second broad school is based on empirical studies, which either “de-mystify” the Asian miracles as the result of a rapid accumulation of labor and capital (see Krugman 1994) or consider them as statistical accidents or outliers with no meaningful information within the

---

14 There are many studies emphasizing the role of unorthodox policies in the economic development of the Asian miracles, but their conclusions are not viewed as part of the standard economics textbook or the consensus among policy experts (e.g., Amsden 1989, Wade 1990, Woo 1991, Chang 2002, among others).

15 See World Bank (1993) and Jomo (1997).
context of growth regressions (see Easterly 1995). In a seminal paper, Young (1995) performed a careful and painstaking growth accounting exercise based on the data of Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan Province of China. His conclusion was that the contribution of productivity gains, i.e. Total Factor Productivity (TFP), had been exaggerated and once physical and human capital were correctly measured, TFP’s contribution to growth decreased significantly. For some, this was the proof that the Asian miracles were the result of “perspiration”, sheer hard work and sacrifices in the form of high saving and investment rates, rather than “inspiration”. What needs to be done to imitate the Asian successes is to follow policies encouraging the accumulation of both physical and human capital ultimately meaning going back to the standard prescription.

Several facts contradict the theory that the secret of the Asian miracles is simply “perspiration”. The main implication of this growth accounting exercise based on the neoclassical production function is that the end of the Asian miracles’ era of sustained high growth should have been around the corner (see Krugman 1994). Young (1995) showed that TFP contribution was low for the period roughly between the 1950s and late 1980s. However, Singapore continued growing fast afterward and became one of the richest countries in the world by 2017. Meanwhile Korea and Taiwan Province of China have been following a similar path, essentially unaffected by the laws of diminishing returns.

Many countries had high rates of investment over 1970–90, that were in many cases comparable to those in the Asian miracles, while simultaneously displaying much lower average TFP growth rates (see Figure 3). Korea for example had an impressive average investment rate of about 30 percent between 1970 and 1990 but this was not exceptional. A diverse group of countries had similar or greater investment rates such as China, Iran, Jordan, Portugal, and Saudi Arabia over the same period and average TFP growth was negative in all these countries. Many of these countries did not succeed in achieving sustained high growth despite their high rates of accumulation of both physical and human capital (see Cherif, Hasanov and Zhu 2016 for some examples). Something fundamental must distinguish the experience of these countries over that period from the Asian miracles beyond the rate of accumulation of capital.

Moreover, if one accepts that TFP contribution was low in the Asian miracles, one would have to put it in a cross-country perspective. The same method used by Young (1995) of “chipping away” the contribution of TFP by a more precise measurement of the quality of capital, human capital, labor participation, hours, etc. would also apply to many other

---

16 Hsieh (2002) showed that the contribution of TFP growth could be significantly greater for Taiwan Province of China and Singapore.

17 If one assumes a neoclassical production function, in the absence of sustained technological progress, the accumulation of physical and human capital alone would lead to stagnation.

18 Interestingly, over the subsequent period 1990–2010, China’s investment rate increased substantially and its TFP started growing much faster which corresponds to a move from a period of import substitution policies to policies more closely resembling TIP (see Appendix Figure 3).
developing economies yielding even smaller, if not negative, TFP contributions to growth.¹⁹ In this case, the sustained growth of TFP over long periods of time in the Asian miracles would remain an oddity compared to most other countries. Senhadji (2000) shows that even though a country’s TFP growth could be lower due to different assumptions and mismeasurement, the differences in TFP growth are robust across countries suggesting that many countries had lower TFP growth than that of the Asian miracles. More important, patents granted in the U.S. show that firms in the Asian miracles were already very active in terms of innovation at an early stage of development. In other words, something else than “perspiration” must have happened in these countries that led them to high and sustained growth.

![Figure 3. Average Investment Rate vs. Average TFP Growth (1970–90)](source: Penn World Tables 9.0 and World Development Indicators (WDI).)

The Asian miracles were also ignored on methodological grounds in growth regressions. There is a large and rich literature based on cross-country growth regressions, but the common approach is to regress average growth rates (over 5 years, a decade or longer horizons) on a set of independent variables (e.g., measures of the quality of institutions, initial income per capita, and other economic variables). In this literature, the Asian miracles are in general considered outliers or statistical accidents with no relevant information to be gained from (see Easterly 1995). It is even recommended to exclude obvious outliers from the sample as they would bias the results. The implicit assumption in standard growth regressions is that the

¹⁹ See Cherif and Hasanov (2016) showing that many oil exporting countries had negative TFP growth rates over past several decades.
variable of interest should be well behaved. In particular, the error term of the linear model should follow a distribution with finite mean and variance. Although this could seem as a plausible assumption, we argue that in the case of growth regressions, at least over longer horizons, this critical assumption could be challenged. There is a myriad of criticisms against growth regressions including the endogeneity issue (see Bazzi and Clemens 2013), the difficulty of extracting policy recommendations from growth regressions (see Rodrik 2012), or the unreasonable assumption that all countries follow the same linear model (see Hausmann et al. 2005).

To our knowledge, the argument we develop below, namely that growth over the long term follows a Power Law constitutes a novel contribution to the literature. Our goal is not to discredit growth regressions; rather it is to argue that the Asian miracles should not be sidelined as mere anomalies with no informational content.

To illustrate our argument, we study the distribution of cross-country relative gross growth rates, which is the ratio of GDP per capita relative to the U.S. in 2014 to that in 1964. This measure is in fact the same as the one we used in Figure 1 to summarize 50 years of development. Our conjecture is that the relative gross growth rates follow a power law. Power law distributions exhibit fat tails such that extreme events (multiples of standard deviations) are much more likely than with normal distributions. Empirical studies have been uncovering such power laws in a wide spectrum of fields. The distribution of wealth, the sizes of cities in a country, and stock market returns are a few examples (see Gabaix 2009). The peculiarity of these distributions is that they could exhibit infinite means or variances depending on the exponent of the distribution. In the case of power laws, observations which are considered outliers under other distributions become an important source of information, if not most of the information.

We follow Clauset et. al. (2009) to test whether gross relative growth rates follow a power law. Figure 4 below illustrates the result. It shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the variable of interest $x$ expressed on a logarithmic scale. The test detects the minimum threshold for $x$ as being around one, implying that only countries that have grown at least as fast as the U.S. over the period should be considered. The straight line represents the CDF of a power law with exponent equal to about 2.5 (estimated from the data). The distribution of the gross relative growth rates follows closely that of a power law with exponent 2.5 for observations greater or equal to one (Figure 4). The formal test confirms this observation as the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. We also use Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test to check if other distributions such as log-normal and exponential are good approximations to the data. The tests suggest that these distributions are not a good approximation to our data. We also use log-likelihood ratio tests, where the null hypothesis is that $x$ follows a power law against these distributions. These tests indicate that one cannot reject that the distribution of gross relative growth rates follows a power law (although in the case of log-normal and Weibull
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20 See Gabaix (2009) for a detailed survey about power laws.
distributions, the tests do not reject these distributions, either). Overall, power law seems to be a good approximation to long-run gross relative growth rates.

If cross-country gross relative growth rates follow a power law with exponent 2.5, then it would mean that the Asian miracles should not be dismissed and instead they would constitute an important source of information. It would also mean that the mean of gross relative growth is finite while its variance is infinite (see Gabaix 2009). In turn, this would imply that statistical inference may not be applied to long-term cross-country growth regressions.

Estimating the exponent for shorter panels such as for 40, 30, 20, 10 years, ending in 2014, we note that the estimate increases in value. For the 20- and 10-year panels, it is above three, suggesting that variance is finite, and that inference may be valid in short panels. However, since in short panels we estimate the effects of variables on growth in the short to medium term, we could potentially miss what is key to long run sustained growth.

C. When Leo Tolstoy Meets Wassily Leontief: A Stylized Model of Long-Run Growth

Can We Learn from Failures: Luck or Policies?

For growth to happen, it is plausible to assume that a relatively large number of conditions must be satisfied simultaneously. For simplicity let us assume that the growth outcome takes the form of:

\[ g = G(P, X) \]  

(1)

Where \( P \) represents an index of policy decisions and \( X \) is an index summarizing exogenous factors lying outside the control of the government. Growth is the result of an interaction between policy and exogenous factors, i.e. policy decisions could magnify or mitigate luck (good or bad). In turn, let’s assume that \( X \) is defined as follows:
where \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) are the exogenous factors. In other words, the binding constraint on growth could come from any of the exogenous factors (e.g., natural disaster, civil war, commodity prices, etc.). For simplicity, we assume that these factors lie in \([0,1]\), which means that at best a country would get the full benefit of its policies over a certain period, but its luck cannot make it grow beyond what its policies would yield over an extended period of time. We also assume that the exogenous factors are random variables. To simplify, let’s assume that they are all randomly drawn from the same probability distribution, the CDF of which is \( F \). It is straightforward to show that for any value \( y \):

\[
Pr(X > y) = (1 - F(y))^n
\]  

(3)

If the number of exogenous factors is large, the probability of being greater than \( y \) becomes small. Back to equation (1), we assume a simple multiplicative form for the interaction between policy and exogenous factors. We can rewrite equation (1) as

\[
g = G(P) * X
\]  

(4)

We order \( P \) on a continuum \([0, +\infty)\) corresponding to the ordering of the quality of the policy decisions, from worst to best respectively. \( G \) is assumed to be an increasing function of \( P \). Conditional on a policy decision \( P \), the probability that growth, \( g \), is greater than a certain value \( z \) is:

\[
Pr(g > z|P) = (1 - F\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right))^n
\]  

(5)

If \( G \) is an increasing function, then the probability that \( g \) is greater than a certain threshold \( z \) increases when \( P \) increases such as better policies increase the chances of greater growth. To study the effects of policies on growth, we examine how \( Pr(g > z|P) \) is affected when \( P \) changes that is:

\[
\frac{\partial Pr(g > z|P)}{\partial P} = n \frac{G(P)zf'(z/G(P))}{G(P)^2} (1 - F\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right))^{n-1}
\]  

(6)

In turn, deriving with respect to \( z \) yields:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 Pr(g > z|P)}{\partial P \partial z} \propto f\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right) + \frac{z}{G(P)} f'\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right) - (n - 1) \frac{z}{G(P)} f\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right) f'\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right) (1 - F\left(\frac{z}{G(P)}\right))^{-1}
\]  

(7)

Given that each factor \( x \) is in \([0,1]\), we assume that they follow a uniform distribution. The equation above becomes (for \( z/G(P) \) in \([0,1]\) and given a positive factor of proportionality):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 Pr(g > z|P)}{\partial P \partial z} \propto 1
\]  

(8)
This means that the marginal effect of policies is smaller when the threshold on growth is smaller. When the sample includes a lot of low-income countries, the marginal effect of policies is less distinguishable from the effect of luck.

According to this model, and for a fairly large \( n \), conditional on a set of policies, fast and sustained growth is difficult to obtain even with the correct policies. More important, it also implies that an empirical investigator, curious about the effect of policies, should be mindful of the tradeoff between a larger sample containing more information and the noise introduced by low growth countries. The reason is that if the threshold \( z \) in our notation is too low then it becomes very difficult to discriminate between bad policies and bad luck, which could spring from any of the exogenous factors.

Based on this model, one can build a narrative of the stylized facts shown in Figure 1. The group of countries which fell back (or grew less than the U.S.), can be characterized by bad luck and/or bad policies. Even if countries have tried to implement the right policies, bad luck could result in poor growth outcomes. The group of countries which maintained their relative income per capita (along the 45-degree line) probably did not encounter bad luck but most likely followed the snail-crawl approach to policy. The countries that grew a bit faster than the U.S. followed a leapfrog approach. Some countries that grew faster than the U.S., followed leapfrog policies and benefitted from good luck in the form of natural resources or proximity and support of the EU. Lastly, the Asian miracles, which did not encounter bad luck, had adopted the moonshot approach.

Paraphrasing Tolstoy, we argue that all rich countries are the same and every poor country is poor in its own way. For a large enough \( n \), every low performing country could be considered unique in the sense that the sources of its bad luck are unique to it. The probability that the realization of exogenous variables \( x \) is the same for all these countries, is very low. In other words, the experiences of bad performers may not hold useful information. Meanwhile, good performers could be said to be the same in the sense that they were not hit hard with bad luck and they adopted the best policies. As our stylized model suggests, and as argued in the following section, there are common patterns in policies among successful economies.\(^{21}\) These common patterns further reinforce the case that their successes are the result of policies rather than good luck (the probability of which is very small with large \( n \)), and therefore they can be replicated.\(^{22}\)

\(^{21}\) One could argue that other non-policy factors could set aside the Asian miracles and that by focusing on the successes, one may risk concluding that policies pursued were key to success. We argue that the Asian miracles were spared bad luck and thus managed to achieve success, and what was important for success was not necessarily the specific tools used or particular factors (e.g. geography, size, culture, political structure); rather, the principles of TIP were implemented in the relentless pursuit of achieving high income.

\(^{22}\) See for example Henry and Miller (2009) for the importance of policies vs. geography, culture, and other similar characteristics. Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) argue that “inclusive” political and economic institutions are important for development. Although we agree that certain institutions are necessary, we argue that they are not sufficient and policies to solve market failures are crucial, as the cases of the Asian miracles and rich Gulf oil exporters illustrate.
The Power of Compounding

We show that if the effect of policies is compounded over time, it can lead to a power law distribution of growth in the cross-section, the coefficient of which decreases with time. First, we assume that $G(P)$ is the compounding of the effects of $P$ over $T$ periods such that:

$$G(P) = P^T$$

(9)

We further assume that $P$ follows a broken Power Law with coefficient $\alpha'$ over $[0,1]$ and $\alpha''$ for $P>1$. The p.d.f. of $G(P)$ denoted $f_{G(P)}(y)$ is therefore:

$$f_{G(P)}(y) = \frac{f_P(y^{1/T})}{T(y^{1/T})^{\alpha'-1}}$$

(10)

which by definition is proportional to:

$$y^{-\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}}$$

for $y$ in $[0,1]$  

(11)

$$y^{-\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}}$$

for $y>1$  

(12)

We turn to the unconditional distribution of $g$ denoted $h(g)$. Given (1), it can be written as:

$$h(g) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{1}{x} f_{G(P)}(g/x) f_X(x) dx$$

(13)

Given that $x$ is in $[0,1]$, for $g$ greater than one:

$$h(g) = \int_0^{1/g} \frac{1}{x} f_{G(P)}(g/x) f_X(x) dx \propto g^{-\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}} \int_0^{1/g} x^{-\frac{\alpha'-1}{T}} f_X(x) dx$$

(14)

and if $g$ is in $[0,1]$:

$$h(g) = \int_0^{1/g} \frac{1}{x} f_{G(P)}(g/x) f_X(x) dx \propto g^{-\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}} \int_0^g x^{-\frac{\alpha'-1}{T}} f_X(x) dx + g^{-\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}} \int_g^{1/g} x^{-\frac{\alpha'-1}{T}} f_X(x) dx$$

(15)

For $g$ greater than one, the distribution of $g$ follows a power law with a coefficient (minus exponent):

$$\frac{\alpha'+T-1}{T}$$

(16)

which decreases with $T$ provided $\alpha' > 1$. This pattern of decline in the exponent with time horizon is consistent with what we observed in the data in the previous section. For the exponent found for the long horizon (50 years), the distribution is capable of producing black swans (see Newman et al. 2005). The coefficient declines with $T$ (converging to one) which is the lower bound to have a defined mean. With an increasing horizon, the dispersion increases.
and the probability of observing “miracles” increases. Focusing on short term growth is not helpful in detecting policies that lead to the miracle growth outcome.

IV. TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION POLICY AS “TRUE INDUSTRIAL POLICY”

A. It is All About Productivity Gains: Innovation and Export Sophistication

A theoretical explanation for the lack of sustained growth, especially in the “middle-income trap,” relates to productivity slowdowns as gains from low-cost labor and foreign technology imitation diminish in moving through the stages of development. As a low-income country becomes a middle-income country, it needs to find new sources of growth as benefits of low-cost labor and productivity gains from sectoral reallocation from agriculture to manufacturing and easy foreign technology adoption fade away. Wages rise, and competitiveness is eroded. Moving away from labor-intensive manufacturing to sustain increases in productivity and per capita income requires innovation—the use of new ideas, methods, processes, and technologies in production—rather than imitation (Romer 1990, Aghion and Howitt 1992).

Innovation-driven growth is key to sustaining productivity gains and achieving high-income status. Acemoglu, Aghion, and Zilibotti (2006) argue that if countries do not switch from an investment-based strategy to an innovation-based strategy when approaching the frontier, they may get stuck in a “non-convergence trap” without reaching the world technology frontier. Similar to Gerschenkron (1962), the authors suggest that government intervention to increase investment and adopt existing technologies is desirable at the early stage of development to increase growth, but ironically, this policy may be costly in the long run and result in a “non-convergence trap.” To move to an innovation-based strategy, competition policy and checks and balances on political interests are needed to ensure convergence to the frontier.

To sustain growth, a country needs to constantly introduce new goods and adopt and develop new technologies. Constantly introducing new goods rather than learning only on a fixed set of goods is what is needed to generate productivity gains for a sustained growth miracle (Lucas 1993). Learning-by-doing or learning-on-the-job is one of the most important channels of accumulating knowledge and human capital in this process. Producing the same set of goods or doing the same set of tasks would rapidly lead to stagnation in productivity. In contrast, introducing new goods and tasks would allow managers and workers to continually learn and move up the “quality ladder” (Aghion and Howitt 1992).

To introduce new goods and tasks, the country must be a large exporter (Lucas 1993), and empirically, export sophistication is one of the major determinants of growth. Hausmann, Hwang, and Rodrik (2007) and Cherif, Hasanov, and Wang (2018) in cross-country panel growth regressions show that export sophistication is an important explanatory variable while accounting for initial conditions, institutions, education, financial development, and trade openness. Eichengreen, Park, and Shin (2013) show that countries with a high share of population with secondary and tertiary education as well as a large share of high-technology exports are less likely to experience growth slowdowns. The authors emphasize the importance of moving up the “quality ladder” to sustain growth. Bulman, Eden, and Nguyen
(2012) suggest that escapees from the middle-income trap experienced rapid structural transformation from agriculture to industry, higher human capital and innovation, and greater export orientation while preserving macroeconomic stability with inflation of less than 10 percent and experiencing small increases in inequality. Berg, Ostry and Zettelmeyer (2012), using an unknown-structural-break methodology to identify growth spells (periods of high growth), also find that growth duration is correlated with export orientation—a manufacturing focus, openness to FDI, and avoidance of exchange rate overvaluation—in addition to macroeconomic stability, democratic institutions, and lower inequality.

Examining empirically growth acceleration episodes, Hausmann, Pritchett and Rodrik (2005) find that most accelerations (with growth sustained for at least 8 years) are highly unpredictable and are not preceded or accompanied by improvements in standard determinants of growth and economic reform. Most instances of economic reform do not produce growth accelerations although positive political changes and economic reform are statistically significant predictors of sustained accelerations, that is, those persisting beyond the 8-year horizon. Positive terms of trade shocks and financial liberalization tend to be related to accelerations that are not sustained. The authors find that growth accelerations episodes are not a rare occurrence (with an unconditional probability of 25 percent in a decade) and that accelerations tend to be correlated with increases in investment and trade and real exchange rate depreciations. Despite finding that positive economic and political changes have some predictive power in identifying growth accelerations, the authors conclude that most growth accelerations are caused by idiosyncratic changes.

**B. TIP: The Moonshot Approach to Development**

We argue that TIP had helped the Asian miracles achieve sustained growth, thanks to its effect on export sophistication and innovation. Based on their experiences, we attempt to uncover what constitutes TIP. In defining a policy, it is best to start by defining its main goal. There is a striking pattern among the Asian miracles as well as Germany and Japan before them. At the onset of the acceleration of their growth, the governments set for themselves an extremely ambitious goal—to catch-up swiftly with the advanced world technologically and economically. In their eyes, development was not an abstract concept vaguely referring to the improvement in the standards of living. It was about joining the select club of industrialized nations, or the First World in the words of Lee Kuan Yew, the founder of Singapore. To do so, they had the models of Germany and Japan to follow.

The leaders of the Asian miracles stated explicitly this ambition on many occasions. In an emblematic episode in 1964, General Park Chung Hee, who became president of South Korea a year before, gave an emotional speech in Duisburg, West Germany. He addressed a group of 400 Korean miners who came to work as “Gastarbeiter”:

“Looking at your tanned faces, my heart is broken. All of you are risking your lives every day as you go down thousands of meters underground to make ends meet…What poor people you are! You go through these trying times just because Korea is so impoverished…Although we are undergoing this trying time, we are not
supposed to pass poverty onto our descendants. We must do our part to end poverty in Korea so that the next generation doesn't experience what we are going through now…About 150 years ago, the industrial revolution was in full swing in Germany, whereas Koreans had no idea of how the world outside was changing. Koreans stuck to their traditional way of life without knowing what was going on outside the country. We were like frogs in a well. How can a country like Korea, which was not fully prepared for the upcoming era, be as rich as Germany now?"\(^{23}\)

It is striking that General Park did not only aim at eradicating poverty within one generation (which Korea succeeded at) or becoming a “good” middle-income country but sought to discover how to make his country, one of the poorest in the world at the time, an equal to Germany.

One could cite many examples of speeches and political announcements to back the description above. However, the concrete decisions taken at the time by the state (or the private sector under the encouragement or coercion of the state) show clearly how Korea of the early 1970s was serious about these objectives. At the time, the country had no meaningful experience, skills (abroad or at home) or physical capital in industries such as steel, shipbuilding and automotive. Yet, it set up in each of these industries a large-scale production, leaving no doubt about the importance of exporting. Korea went from no experience in running an integrated steel mill to building one of the biggest mills in the world in Pohang; despite having no experience in modern shipbuilding, Hyundai (which was a construction company at the time) built the largest shipyard in the world (and simultaneously its first ship); and finally, the same company moved to the auto industry with no prior experience, and early on decided to build a factory the annual capacity of which would exceed the total annual sales of the whole country and set up its own networks of dealerships in the U.S., the largest and most competitive market in the world.

The ambitious policy goal to catch up was directly translated into precise objectives to develop select industries. This is the “leading hand of the state” at work (Cherif, Hasanov, and Kammer 2016) with its triple-A principles of ambition, accountability, and adaptability. The political leadership at the highest level decided that to catch-up it must compete with the richest nations on its own turf, i.e., export markets of manufacturing industries. To do so, the state played an active role, although the type and extent of the intervention depended on the circumstances.

\(^{23}\) As recollected by one of the miners in attendance, Kwon Yi-chong, who became a professor of education at the Korea National University of Education. See http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2013/12/116_147609.html.
The strategy of the Asian miracles’ industrial policy/state intervention can be summed up as follows:

- **Intervene to create new capabilities in sophisticated industries:** Pursue policies to steer the factors of production into technologically sophisticated tradable industries beyond the current capabilities to swiftly catch up with the technological frontier.

- **Export, export, export:** A focus on export orientation as any new industrial product was expected to be exported right away with the use of market signals from the export market as a feedback for accountability. As conditions changed, both the state and the firms adapted fast.

- **Cutthroat competition (at home and abroad) and strict accountability:** No support was given unconditionally although performance assessment was not necessarily based on short term profits. While specific industries may get support, intense competition among domestic firms was highly encouraged in domestic and international markets.

### C. The Three Gears of TIP

In creating lasting productivity gains, solving market failures is key. We classify the approach to fixing market failures into three types or gears—snail crawl, leapfrog, and moonshot. A *snail crawl*, or gradual, approach to solving market failures—or “evolution by creeps” (Ramalingam 2013, 219)—would not implement radical changes and would involve, for example, fixing skill imbalances, providing incentives to private firms to locate in certain areas, setting up export promotion agencies, etc. Many standard policies may fall under this category.

A *leapfrog* approach—or “evolution by jerks” (Ramalingam 2013, 220)—may go beyond standard intervention measures such as Malaysia’s intervention to support rubber, palm oil (both natural comparative advantages) and electronic assembly industries (comparative advantage in terms of availability of cheap labor in the Heckscher-Ohlin sense). It may also step a little outside comparative advantage sectors, which the state would attempt to promote. Hausmann’s (2015b) arguments on building on productive capabilities in existing industries to move to technologically similar industries is indicative of the gradual approach, while identifying new diversification opportunities, is closer to the leapfrogging approach.

A *moonshot* approach would pursue ambitious goals and radical changes. It would call for creating industries and providing all the necessary ingredients to help domestic firms grow and export way beyond existing comparative advantage sectors. It would require adopting a long-term view and the ability to take risks. The industries or sectors would be “wicked hard” to enter, as Pritchett (2017) called it, and much of the required skills and infrastructure might not even exist. This approach implies that the state would play a “leading hand” in development rather than leave the market to an invisible hand or a visible but slow-moving hand (Callen, Cherif, and Hasanov 2016). The moonshot approach relates to the “mission-oriented” approach of Mazzucato (2013). She challenges the state to go beyond fixing market failures and to create and shape markets in addressing technological and societal challenges—
from putting a man on the moon in the past to addressing climate change or tackling plastic pollution in the oceans today. Whether in developing or advanced economies, the state that pursues ambitious goals, has to pull the necessary resources to lift binding constraints to attain socially beneficial goals such as helping develop a new sector or pursuing cross-sectoral “missions.”

These three approaches to solving market failures may explain how the Asian Tigers managed to reach the high-income status relatively fast while many other countries improved only marginally, if any. The three key parameters in identifying the gears of TIP are productivity growth, export sophistication, and innovation. For instance, despite converging toward high-income status, Chile has had stagnant productivity and export sophistication. Its approach can be described as a snail crawl. Many oil exporters would most likely fall into this category as well. Malaysia, instead, has witnessed positive productivity growth and improved export sophistication but limited innovation. Its approach could be described as leapfrogging. Lastly, high productivity growth, increasing export sophistication, and high innovation define the moonshot approach of the Asian miracles (Figure 5).

Figure 5. TFP Growth in Select Countries (1970–2014)

One could argue that the snail crawl and leapfrogging approach to keep sustained growth is a less risky strategy than the moonshot approach. Surely, Malaysia and Chile’s growth
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24 Going beyond market failures to create and shape markets as Mazzucato argues is not necessarily inconsistent with fixing market failures. In general, market failures also relate to positive externalities such as learning-by-doing and spillovers or coordination failures related to firms not entering a market. The market would thus underprovide the optimum allocation or might not even exist. In this sense, fixing a market failure would imply creating new markets and new sectors.
performance reaching the upper-middle-income status over several decades is better than slow or no convergence observed in many developing countries (see Johnson and Papageorgiou, forthcoming). But Malaysia and Chile, at their current trend of growth, are still many decades away from the levels of income in the Asian miracles although these countries started at relatively similar levels of development one-half century ago. In addition, the strategies implemented by Chile and Malaysia have not been risk-free, which relied on commodities and entailed a vulnerability to commodity price volatility. It is difficult to argue that tackling market failures to develop industries beyond existing comparative advantage sectors is much riskier than accepting the fatality that the price of a country’s main export could collapse by say 30 percent in a matter of weeks. A passive management of commodity price volatility, through well managed sovereign wealth funds for example, would entail huge savings without necessarily achieving sustained growth, as shown by Cherif and Hasanov (2013).

To desire much higher welfare for a country’s citizens by reaching high-income status in a relatively short period of time should be the ultimate goal of inclusive development. From the experience of the Asian miracles, the moonshot approach has been a key ingredient to their success. However, different countries can pick their gear depending on their circumstances such as political and social conditions. Moreover, these three approaches or gears are not necessarily mutually exclusive and could be applied simultaneously to various sectors, around existing industries or comparative advantage sectors and those beyond the comparative advantage sectors. What is important is that the other conditions of TIP, that is, export orientation and enforcement of competition, are ensured.

V. THE ECONOMICS OF TIP

A. The Standard Growth Recipe is Not Enough

Although theoretical and empirical growth literature has not yet found the “holy grail” of economic development, sustained productivity gains are key to catch-up high growth. Moving from an investment-based growth strategy to an innovation-led one, adopting and developing new technologies, introducing new products, promoting competition and reducing misallocation of resources, improving education and research capabilities, and increasing sophistication of production and exports are identified paths to spur productivity gains. All that is needed then is the design of relevant policies and their implementation. And yet as the history of the past one-half century shows that only a handful of countries have caught up with the advanced world. The typical explanation is that many developing countries have not followed through the growth policy advice prescribed. First, what is the right growth policy? Second, have countries failed implementing this policy? Or, has there been another big obstacle in preventing developing countries to catch up with the advanced world? We argue that there is a missing element in many growth policy discussions. This missing element is tackling “market failures.”

The standard growth recipe mainly tackles “government failures” but does not alleviate much “market failures.” Implementing structural reforms in product and labor markets, improving
institutions and business environment, maintaining macroeconomic stability, investing in infrastructure and human capital, privatizing state assets, and reducing business regulations are the main ingredients of the standard growth policy prescriptions. These prescriptions tackle mostly what is described as “government failures” (Rodrik 2005). Such failures could arise from high inflation, excessive government spending, unprofitable state-owned enterprises, monopolies, investment impediments such as red tape and corruption, uncertainty about property rights, unwarranted rules and regulations on labor, and other types of government-driven distortions. The state should not intervene in the workings of the market and should fix these problems, leaving the rest to lassies-faire.

Although many developing countries have a room to improve their business environment and regulatory regimes, can the lack of progress in catching up with high-income countries be attributed to government failures alone? Tackling government failures, that is, the standard growth recipe, may not be enough to spur sustained growth.

We argue that the binding constraint to high sustained growth in many countries is market failures. Economies could be trapped in a suboptimal or low-productivity state not only as a result of distortions arising from government failures but also as a result of market failures due to learning externalities or coordination failures (Rodrik 2005).

The market failure based on a learning externality implies that firms do not internalize productivity gains, leading to a lower allocation of resources into high-productivity sectors. As argued by Matsuyama (1992), some activities, typically manufacturing, entail higher productivity gains for an economy compared to other traditional activities such as non-tradable services or agriculture. Firms may not be fully aware of these productivity gains, which lead to lower output in high-productivity sectors and lower relative incomes over time. The learning externality could also involve spillover effects in which productivity in other sectors increase, while firms are unable to extract the pecuniary benefit from the spillover effect (e.g., manufacturing’s spillover effect on agriculture). In this case, the resource allocation into the traditional sector would also be higher than the socially optimal level (Rodrik 2005). Moving from an investment-based strategy to an innovation-led one may not be straightforward even if all other distortions, due to heavy or no government intervention, are minimal.

The coordination failure is based on the idea that a critical size of the modern (e.g., manufacturing) sector is needed for a firm to enter it. It would be profitable for a firm to invest in a modern sector only if there are enough firms investing simultaneously in other modern sectors. The mechanisms proposed to explain spillovers in the literature differ (e.g., demand spillovers) but could be summed up as related to reaching a critical market size to justify investment in complex technologies (e.g., automotive and aircraft). If many firms
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25 We acknowledge the importance of political economy factors in tackling market failures (e.g., Pritchett, Sen, and Werker 2018). This discussion is left for the follow-up paper (Cherif and Hasanov, forthcoming).
invest together in modern sectors, described as the “big push,” economy reaches a higher level of productivity and development (Rodrik 2005).

The example of Chiapas in Mexico shows how market failures result in a lagging economy. Despite a similar macroeconomic and institutional environment, income per capita of Mexico’s regions has evolved quite differently (Hausmann 2015a). The major reasons are the lack of productive capabilities and dynamic export industries (Hausmann 2015b). In the case of Chiapas that has the lowest income per capita in Mexico, its growth rate was the lowest in the 2000s. This is a dismal performance, especially since the gap within Mexico in years of schooling, infrastructure, and access to credit improved and Mexico experienced relative macroeconomic and institutional stability in the 2000s. Chiapas mostly exports agricultural commodities. It is effectively stuck in the low-productivity trap. The modern production has not emerged due to coordination failures—a chicken-and-egg problem. Private investment is low and many complementary inputs for modern production are missing. It is highly likely the market and the private sector would not be able to create high sustained growth. To correct these market failures and promote the development of more complex industries, the state needs to intervene to act as a catalyst (Hausmann, Espinoza, and Santos 2015).

The oil-exporting Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE) do not have significant government failures, and yet largely lack the non-oil tradable sector. The GCC countries, especially the UAE, have achieved high scores in the measures of infrastructure quality and business environment. In comparison, oil exporters such as Indonesia and Mexico, which lagged in regulation and business indicators, have performed better in developing non-oil tradables and promoting export sophistication (Figures 6–7). This observation suggests that to develop the tradable sector, countries do not have to have institutions and business indicators at the level of advanced countries. Malaysia’s bureaucratic quality index (from the International Country Risk Guide) did not change much in the 1980s-1990s as it was developing its more sophisticated tradable sector, and this indicator was similar to that of Saudi Arabia (Cherif and Hasanov 2016).

The argument that market failures preclude the development of the non-oil tradable sector in the GCC oil exporters is further illustrated by the business activities of large conglomerates. These activities are mostly in the nontradable sector such as construction and services including finance and tourism (most of the activities in these service sectors are nontradable). The conglomerates have access to land, financing, government bureaucracy, and world markets, and the ability to import skills if needed. Most forms of government failures and some forms of market failures such as coordination failures should not have significant impact on the operations of these firms. Yet most conglomerates have not diversified into the non-oil tradable sector unlike their Korean counterparts, chaebols, or Japanese zaibatsus, a few decades ago.
Figure 6. Doing Business and Competitiveness Indicators in Oil Exporters
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Figure 7. Goods Export Sophistication (Adjusted for Commodity Exports)

Source: Cherif, Hasanov, and Wang (2018); based on Hausmann; Hwang and Rodrik (2007); and World Trade Flows (Feenstra and Romalis 2014).
Even in advanced oil-exporting countries such as Norway and Canada, market failures have slowed down the growth of the non-oil tradable sector. These countries have fallen prey to Dutch disease—broadly defined as the crowding out of the tradable sector due to oil income flows—although to a lesser extent compared to less technologically advanced oil-exporting countries (Cherif 2013). Dutch disease would lead to a market failure if firms do not fully internalize the fact that the non-oil tradable sector offers higher potential for productivity gains. And with the shrinking or slow-growing non-oil tradable sector, the prospect for continuous productivity gains is shrinking as well. Norway and Canada do not suffer from government failures and yet, they have not been immune to Dutch disease and resulting market failures (Cherif and Hasanov 2016). For instance, in 2012, manufacturing hourly wages in Norway were the highest in the world and about double that of the U.S. or Japan, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Unit labor costs increased by 50 percent in the 2000s, whereas they declined in Sweden and have not changed substantially in Germany. It is not surprising that the measure of export sophistication adjusted for commodity exports in Norway has not increased much since the late 1970s in contrast to that of its neighbor Denmark.

In developing an oil and gas suppliers’ cluster in the 1970s, Norway has understood that the existence of market failures and the lack of government failures would not necessarily result in a rush of domestic firms to the fledgling oil and gas industry. The state policies were quite interventionist to create and grow the local cluster of firms. First, the government intervened directly in the procurements of oil operators. The Norwegian Petroleum Code imposed that operators communicate their lists of bidders to the government, which in turn had the authority to impose Norwegian firms and even to change which firm was awarded the bid (Leskinen et. al. 2012). Second, the licensing process required foreign operators to come up with plans to develop the competencies of local suppliers (Heum 2008). Third, starting in the late 1970s, the government imposed a minimum of 50 percent of R&D needed to develop a field to take place in Norwegian entities (Leskinen et. al. 2012). Although the restrictions were lifted in 1994 when Norway signed trade agreements with the EU, the government continued to support the suppliers though the INTSOK foundation to encourage them to internationalize their activity. Eventually the suppliers’ cluster became highly successful, including globally, spanning a large array of sophisticated industries such as subsea, geology, and seismic, developed the required skills, and employed directly about 114,000 workers in 2009, or more than five times the employment of the operators in the oil and gas sector (Sasson and Blomgren 2011).

The success of several EU countries, based on FDI-led growth, could suggest that tackling government failures is sufficient. IMF (2016) shows that high TFP growth was sustained through FDI-technology transfers, mostly from more advanced EU countries, supported by improvement in business environment. However, it is unlikely that such circumstances would arise outside the EU. These policies and convergence outcomes, especially for larger economies, are akin to the leapfrogging of Malaysia and Thailand.
The existence of market failures requires state intervention to correct them although many might argue that the state intervention would only make matters worse. Intervening to correct market failures would allow the economy to reach a socially superior outcome. At the same time, even if market failures exist, the benefits of state intervention could be outweighed by the costs of intervention, exacerbating government failures such as rent-seeking and corruption. In fact, the post-WWII doctrine of “ordoliberalism” calls for the minimum role of the government to enforce contracts and ensure competition while avoiding interfering with the workings of the economy (Eichengreen 2016). Even though the state intervention in certain cases could prove to be counterproductive, it does not imply the state should only fix government failures and should not interfere to correct market failures. Being paralyzed into inaction or by the fear of potential mismanagement cannot be the correct policy option. This trade-off suggests that the way the state intervenes in the economy is crucial as the examples above illustrate. And this intervention needs to be cognizant of exacerbating government failures, or “doing no harm.”

**B. Building Sophisticated Products**

The key question in the industrial policy debate is what should be produced. In fact, the three approaches to fixing market failures shed light on what could be produced. The snail crawl approach suggests producing goods and services around the existing industries (e.g., tourism and agriculture) and moving up the quality ladder. The leapfrogging approach suggests venturing into other sectors that may be a bit beyond the existing capabilities of the economy, perhaps with the support of FDI. The moonshot approach calls for building “sophisticated products” by domestic firms.

We argue that to create sustained growth to catch up and keep up with the frontier, the economy has to produce “sophisticated products.” We need to define what we mean by “sophisticated” and “products.” Now “products” are not necessarily only goods but also could be services although we argue below that most services probably would not qualify since they are not sophisticated and nontradable. “Sophisticated” would essentially mean that the product or service is conducive to high productivity gains and spillovers to the tradable sector (not only the nontradable sector). In addition to forward linkages, the sector could have a high content of intermediate goods to create backward linkages in the production process. The spillovers and high linkages could result in agglomeration effects and clusters feeding back into productivity gains. Linkages and spillovers, productivity gains, and agglomeration and clusters should support high sustained employment, which is a key goal in the development process.

From innovation-led growth theory, sustained productivity gains can be generated by the introduction of new goods/sectors, development of new technologies, and quality upgrading (Aghion and Howitt 1992, Lucas 1993). The new goods and technologies would also increase the scope of the goods produced and further support productivity growth. Sophisticated sectors with linkages and spillovers are more likely to be conducive to new technologies and sustained productivity gains than other sectors. And these sectors tend to be the tradable
sectors. Herrendorf and Valentinyi (2012) show that a large part of aggregate TFP differences across countries are driven by productivity differences in the tradable sector, especially in tradable investment goods such as machinery and equipment.

Less sophisticated sectors, in contrast, may not be as conducive to sustained productivity gains as sophisticated industries. For instance, developing a tourism industry by building the necessary infrastructure such as hotels, roads, restaurants, sightseeing places, etc. could produce some productivity gains and growth. It has spillovers mostly to the nontradable sector. Yet whether it could be sustained for a long time is less likely since tourism activities are not conducive to the introduction of new goods and development of new technologies. Eating in restaurants and walking down the city streets are not going to be any different tomorrow than it is today, and these activities entail mostly cooking, serving, and street performances. And even if there is any innovation in providing tourist services such as wearing augmented reality goggles in museums or on city streets, the activity of watching artifacts or adoring medieval or modern architecture is still much the same. Efficiency can be improved in cooking and serving, and as Baumol said, performers can play music faster, but it is unlikely tourists would demand these more “efficient” services.

Spillovers to the tradable sector are an important characteristic of sophisticated products. Many activities could have spillovers to the nontradable sector. In fact, tourism qualifies. However, it would not result in a lot of spillovers to the tradable sector. In contrast, for instance, the semiconductor sector would produce spillovers to downstream sectors such as computers, phones, and other electronics products. The backward linkages that exist in the automobile and aircraft industries with many input components, which are part of the tradable sector, are other examples of linkages in the tradable sector.

The literature on industry linkages and spillovers emphasizes their importance. Hirschman (1958) advocated forward and backward linkages as a strategy for development. Liu (2017), in a model of production networks and market imperfections, shows that it is optimal for the government to intervene in “upstream” sectors, which supply to many other sectors. In this production network economy, downstream sectors buy less-than-optimal amounts of inputs from their suppliers, and these distortions propagate in the network upstream through backward demand linkages. Liu (2017) provides examples of heavy chemical and industry (HCI) drive (steel, metals, machinery, petrochemicals, electronics, and shipbuilding) in South Korea in the 1970s and metal, chemical, and machinery-producing industries in China in the 2000s. These industries are upstream suppliers of intermediate goods to producers in other sectors. Lane (2017), in a comprehensive empirical analysis of the HCI drive in South Korea, shows that the targeted industries grew much more than non-targeted ones. The author finds strong positive spillovers from the supported industries to downstream industries, which increased the purchase of intermediate goods and invested more. Interestingly, the effects of industrial policy persisted even after the support to the targeted sectors was reduced or terminated.
Bartelme and Gorodnichenko (2015) also document a robust and strong relationship between industry linkages and aggregate productivity. Interestingly, even in the U.S., the tradable sector, in particular, electronics and auto industries and professional services, contributed about one-half to the real value-added recovery after the 2008 crisis although it accounted for only a third of the total value added (Hlatshwayo and Spence 2014). In sum, spillovers and linkages in the tradable sector provide opportunities for agglomeration and clustering of firms, fostering knowledge accumulation, knowledge sharing, and innovation. These activities fuel productivity gains and sustained growth.

Sophisticated products do not necessarily mean high value-added goods and services. Krugman (1994a) argues that high value-added industries are not necessarily high-tech ones. In particular, he cites cigarettes and petroleum refining as high value added per worker industries in the U.S. Electronics and aircraft industries have about the average value added per worker. Essentially, Krugman argues that high value-added industries are mostly capital-intensive industries such as petroleum refining, steel, and autos, which have to charge higher markups over labor costs to earn a normal return on large investments. In addition, some service industries fall into the high value-added category. Some are capital intensive like transportation and others may generate some rents like finance and real estate. Using the latest Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data, industries such as parts of finance (funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles), real estate, petroleum and coal products have the largest value added per worker in 2016 (Figure 8). High-tech industries such as computers and electronics have smaller value added per worker than that of mining or utilities and are similar to those for broadcasting and telecoms, water transportation, and movie production. With its strong bend toward heavy manufacturing such as oil and gas production and chemicals, and service industries such as finance, real estate, and broadcasting and telecom, high value-added industries are not necessarily the industries that countries might want to promote. The question arises as to which industries would be considered high-tech, high-productivity-gain, and high-spillover industries.

To measure sophisticated products, we propose a measure of “sophisticated” goods and services based on R&D intensity and patents issued. Using the data from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and OECD on R&D intensity (a share of R&D spending in net sales or value added), we identify industries that have high R&D intensity (Figure 9). These are computer/electronic/optical products, pharmaceuticals, transport equipment except for motor vehicles, information technology services, motor vehicles, electrical equipment, machinery and equipment, chemicals, and scientific/professional/technical services. Metals, furniture, and textiles in manufacturing and telecom, publishing, and finance/real estate in service industries have much lower R&D intensity. A similar picture emerges when examining the U.S. data (Figure 10). Scientific R&D services, pharmaceuticals, computer and electronic products, aerospace products, and IT services have relatively high R&D intensity and a share of R&D personnel in total industry employment. Interestingly, some industries that have high-value added per worker end up on a lower end of R&D intensity spectrum, e.g., metal production, telecoms, and finance/real estate.
Figure 8. Value-Added per Worker in U.S. Industries (2016)

Value added per worker = 5546 for "Funds, trusts, etc."

Source: BEA.

Figure 9. R&D Intensity (Percent of GDP), OECD (2015)

Source: OECD.
The patents data corroborate the above measure of “sophisticated” goods and services. Of course, R&D and patents are correlated, and we find that in 2012, out of about 84,000 patents issued in the U.S., about 57,500 were issued in manufacturing and 26,500 were issued in nonmanufacturing industries. In manufacturing industries, most patents were issued in computer and electronic products, chemicals (pharma), machinery, transportation equipment, and medical equipment (Figure 11). In nonmanufacturing industries, patents are basically produced by software and scientific/professional services (see Appendix Figure 5).

These measures suggest that “sophisticated” products are not only manufacturing goods but also certain services. Electronics, machinery, pharma, aerospace, motor vehicles are key manufacturing products with high R&D intensity and patent production. In services, these are software/IT and various scientific and technical services. Essentially, these industries comprise the high-tech sector.

**Figure 10. R&D Intensity and Personnel, USA (2015)**

Source: NSF, Science and Engineering Indicators.
C. Beyond Comparative Advantage: Vegetables, Sewing Machines, or Microcircuits?

One of the key ingredients of the Asian miracles’ policies was their push into technologically sophisticated sectors, which were sectors beyond their comparative advantage at the time. Many argue that this goes against one of the tenants of economic theory explaining why it is doomed to fail in general.26 A central assumption of the modern version of the theory (Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson) ignores the fact that to develop new industries, a country needs to accumulate industry specific capital and knowledge. In other words, it assumes that technology is freely available to every country. The only barrier for the poorest developing economies to produce, say aircrafts, robots, or satellites, is the capital-labor ratio. Moreover, relying on comparative advantage, and implicitly on Ricardian or Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson type of models, ignores the importance of experience in the technology acquisition process, or learning by doing, and the fact that capital accumulation in general does not necessarily imply developing new industries. In other words, it is based on theories ignoring externalities such as learning-by-doing or Marshallian externalities (increasing returns to scale) stemming from clustering.

26 See Chang and Lin (2009) for an excellent debate summing up the key issues around comparative advantage and the role of the state in development.
Even in a standard Ricardian comparative advantage framework, Krugman (1987) shows that in the presence of learning externalities (learning-by-doing), there is a justification for infant industry support policies. Young (1991) further shows that in a growth model with learning by doing, a country starting with a lower initial level of knowledge would grow less in free trade equilibrium than in equilibrium without trade. Essentially, producing goods in the sector in which learning by doing has been exhausted without attempting to produce goods with learning externalities, would lead to lower growth outcome.

Another potent critique of development strategies solely based on comparative advantage is that in most cases, developing countries that succeeded at technological leapfrogging held no initial obvious advantage and their later success came mostly as the result of a conscious decision to succeed in specific sectors (see Chang and Lin 2009). To paraphrase Ha-Joon Chang, Japan’s relatively limited experience in the automotive industry, lack of natural resources like rubber to make tires or oil to run these cars, and even the limited surface to drive cars should have precluded the emergence of the car industry in the 1950s and 1960s. Korea’s example is even starker as its main export in the 1960s consisted of rice, silk, wigs (made of human hair) and tungsten, and yet it embarked in developing shipbuilding, electronics and car industries. Korea’s path would have been quite different if it followed the advice it was given at the time to focus on these sectors instead of following its “reckless” industrial policy in shipbuilding, for example (Woo 1991, p. 132).

To illustrate our argument, we study the dynamics of the Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA), which is a standard measure of comparative advantage in the export sectors (see for example Balassa and Noland 1989), of Korea and Taiwan Province of China between 1970 and 1990. This period corresponds to a thoroughly documented and extensive state intervention to push strategic sectors such as electronics, along the lines of TIP (see Wade 1990, Chang 2002, Woo 1991, Amsden 1989, and Cherif and Hasanov 2015). In terms of exports, in 1970, these two economies were dominated by relatively unsophisticated industries. For example, food exports represented 27 percent and 22 percent of total exports in Taiwan Province of China and Korea respectively. The industries with the highest revealed comparative advantage index included vegetables (Taiwan Province of China), cork and wood products (Taiwan Province of China and Korea) and raw silk (Korea). It is difficult to imagine how far these economies would have gone by focusing on silk and vegetables instead of their moonshot to highly sophisticated sectors.

We illustrate further with a subtler approach of relying on RCAs. We assume that one would focus on the more sophisticated manufacturing industries that were nascent in these economies at the time and verify whether it could have helped us predict their evolution.

---

27 The RCA is an index defined for a good in a country as \( \text{RCA}_{i,j} = \frac{\sigma_{i,j}}{\sigma_{w,j}} \) where \( \sigma_{i,j} \) is the share of export \( j \) in country \( i \)’s total export and \( \sigma_{w,j} \) is the share of world export of good \( j \) in total world export. If RCA is greater (smaller) than one, the country is considered to hold a comparative advantage (disadvantage) in that good.

28 Adding up categories “0”, “1” and “2” in SITC Revision 2 classification.
In 1970, there were 13 industries that had an RCA greater than one in Taiwan Province of China in the industry category “machinery and transport equipment”, representing 13 percent of total exports (see Appendix Tables). These industries were mostly in the subcategories of “machinery specialized for particular industries” (SITC “7”), in particular in “textile and leather machinery”, typically sewing machines, and none in the subcategories that include electronics and other sophisticated machinery. This is not a surprise as the electronic industry did not even exist at the time in Taiwan Province of China and the direct intervention to create the industry was in its early stages (see Wade 1990 and Cherif and Hasanov 2015). In other words, this indicator “revealed” that relatively less sophisticated machinery and transport equipment were where this economy should have focused its energy, and electronics was not one of these sectors. Fast forward to 1990, there were 63 industries with RCAs greater than one, representing about 34 percent of total exports, mostly in the electronics and electric machinery industries based on the export shares (see Appendix Tables). More striking, the 13 initial comparative advantage industries in 1970, not only did not achieve RCAs greater than one by 1990, but they all simply vanished as export industries.

The same exercise yields even more dramatic results for Korea. In 1970, only three export industries (SITC 4-digits) within the “machinery and transport equipment” category had an RCA greater than one (see Appendix). These industries resemble those found in Taiwan Province of China at the time, that is, textile and leather machinery and mechanical parts. In 1990, the top 10 exports of Korea were in much more sophisticated industries such as electronics and shipbuilding. As in the case of Taiwan Province of China, the industries that became the top exports did not even exist in 1970 as the state was just starting its effort to develop shipbuilding, automotive and electronics. Moreover, the industries that had an RCA greater than one in 1970, which were supposed to be the most promising, according to this measure, disappeared as export industries by 1990.

The same pattern could be observed in Malaysia. Few relatively unsophisticated industries could be considered as within their comparative advantage (three in 1970 according to the same method applied for Korea and Taiwan Province of China). In 1990, microcircuits alone represented 10 percent of Malaysia’s total exports which did not exist as export industries twenty years earlier. Although the microcircuit industry in Malaysia was dominated by multinational corporations, MNCs (as in 2017), their move to Malaysia was influenced by a strategic decision and consistent effort by the government to attract FDI in this specific sector way beyond their initial comparative advantage (see Cherif and Hasanov 2015). In contrast, Chile, which also had no sophisticated industry with a revealed comparative advantage in 1970, had still no industry within this category with an RCA greater than one by 1990, while its structure of exports remained relatively stable relying on products such as copper, natural sodium nitrate and pulpwood. More important, exports of machinery and transport equipment remained marginal hovering around 1 percent of total exports over these two decades.

In the description of Chang and Lin (2009), the question is not whether comparative advantage should be defied or not, but how far from comparative advantage the state should push. Given the chosen sectors, some would argue that the state should only play the role of a
facilitator while others see the state as playing an active role in initiating the development of certain industries.

Based on the experience of the Asian miracles, we argue that a comprehensive strategy should take simultaneously different approaches in different sectors, fully benefitting from current comparative advantage while at the same time building the expertise for tomorrow’s industries. Let us assume that a certain developing economy has \( n \) sectors where its factors’ endowment or its experience represents a clear comparative advantage (e.g., fertile land for agriculture, cheap labor for low-skilled manufacturing such as textiles, beautiful beaches for tourism, or natural resources). For a typical developing economy, these are sectors of low sophistication and limited spillovers. If these comparative advantages are real and not imaginary,\(^{29}\) these industries should not require any significant sectoral state intervention and would flourish provided major government failures are tackled and public goods are provided, which would be summarized as horizontal policies\(^{30}\) (e.g., transportation for agricultural products, electricity for textile factories, and safety for tourists). In this case the state should act as a facilitator and results should materialize relatively quickly in the form of export revenue and employment. In such sectors the state should avoid an active risk-taking role such as subsidies, state owned enterprises or directed/guaranteed credit. There are two rationales for this approach. If these sectors are truly comparative advantage sectors, then an active role of the state would only discourage competition and create opportunities for cronyism and inefficiencies. Moreover, the opportunity cost of state intervention in low-skill, low-spillover and low productivity gain sectors (such as tourism), as opposed to intervention in high-skill, high-spillover and high productivity gain sectors (such as electronics), is large.

In parallel, we assume there are \( n' \) sectors for which the standard analysis would not reveal a comparative advantage. Notable examples of such sectors in the 1960s and 1970s would be the automotive industry in Korea, the semiconductor industry in Taiwan Province of China, and the aircraft industry in Brazil (EMBRAER), all of which turned out to be major commercial successes, large employers and represent a significant share of the exports of these economies. These sectors could also include backward linkages with existing sectors such as those in oil rich countries. As discussed earlier, Norway used very aggressive policies to spur the growth of its oil service industry in the 1970s and until the mid-1990s, the result of which was the emergence of a high-tech and successful oil service cluster that had not existed before (see Cherif and Hasanov 2015). These policies included the interference in tenders by oil companies to the benefit of local firms and laws requiring oil companies to perform one-half of their R&D in Norway. The common features among the policies pursued to develop these sectors in these countries included an appetite for risk-taking, emphasizing technological development, and encouraging competition in domestic and international markets. More important, these policies were pursued over decades.

---

\(^{29}\) Another issue is the regional crowding-out, where neighbors invest heavily in the same sectors, typically tourism, logistics and finance.

\(^{30}\) See Aghion (2016).
D. Not Manufacturing vs. Services, Rather Sophisticated Manufacturing and Services

Rodrik (2016) shows that many developing countries have been undergoing premature deindustrialization. In most developing countries, with an exception of some Asian countries, manufacturing shares in employment and output have been falling since the 1980s. More important, manufacturing started shrinking at much lower levels of income than what advanced countries and early industrializers experienced in the past. Rodrik argues that many developing countries have been turning into service economies without going through a full industrialization process.

Premature deindustrialization could be a daunting challenge if manufacturing is key to sustained growth. Rodrik (2016) argues that since high sustained growth in early industrializers has been driven by manufacturing—a technologically dynamic sector—developing countries today could miss out on this opportunity to industrialize and sustain growth. Manufacturing industries have experienced high productivity growth for decades and exhibit unconditional convergence (Rodrik 2013). In addition, other features of manufacturing such as spillovers and learning by doing, tradability, and innovation suggest that manufacturing is important for sustained growth. Indeed, Korea’s manufacturing economy-wide productivity (manufacturing real value added per capita) has increased 45-fold for the past 45 years while that of Chile or Mexico barely doubled. Indonesia and Malaysia have done better than Chile or Mexico, but not as well as Korea (Figure 12).

![Figure 12. Manufacturing Economy-wide Productivity Growth in Select Countries (1970–2014)](source: WDI)
With the decline of manufacturing in developing countries, the debate ensued whether countries should still pursue manufacturing or leapfrog toward services. Ghani and Kharas (2010), Ghani, Goswami, and Kharas (2011), Ghani and O’Connell (2014) argue that “modern” services could be a catalyst for growth in developing countries as these services exhibit increasing sophistication and tradability. Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017) also suggest that key characteristics of manufacturing such as tradability, scale, innovation, and learning-by-doing are becoming features of services too. IMF (2018) proposes that perhaps services could replace manufacturing as an engine of growth going forward as the shift from manufacturing to services does not have to lead to lower productivity growth.

Although a focus on services may stem from the idea that a large part of the output structure is usually services, in many instances, the export structure would paint a different picture. Singapore and Bahrain illustrate this point (Figures 13–14). Bahrain has a higher share of mining and a little lower share of services than Singapore does, but overall the output structure of the two countries is relatively comparable. Services make up a big part of both countries’ output. In contrast, goods exports in Bahrain are mostly concentrated in oil and metals (about 90 percent of goods exports, excluding re-exports), which is vastly different from the diversified export base of Singapore, which has about 40 percent of goods exports (excluding re-exports) in machinery and other industrial products (Figure 14). Interestingly, services account for about one-half of each country’s total exports. Bahrain mostly exports services in insurance and travel industries, and although travel exports in Singapore are not small, the bulk of Singapore’s service exports are in transport, business services, and finance. Exports are a good proxy of tradable production, and even for small open economies like Bahrain and Singapore, tradable services do not capture a large share of total exports. Since Singapore has maintained high growth rate for decades (with services accounting for a much smaller export share in the past), the types of tradable goods and service sectors existing in the economy are important.

The discussion about the rise of services is mostly centered on “modern” services. IMF (2018) indicates that two types of services—transport and communications and financial intermediation and business services—tend to exhibit labor productivity growth similar to or higher than manufacturing. The IMF study also finds that these types of services show patterns of unconditional convergence to the frontier. These industries include land, water, and air transport, post and telecommunications, financial intermediation, insurance and pensions, real estate, and business services such as rentals of machinery and equipment, software and data processing, R&D, and professional services.

However, it is not a clear-cut case that these “modern” services would be sufficient for sustained growth and employment generation. Most of the services included in transport and communications and financial intermediation and business services are not going to be considered “sophisticated” according to our measure of sophistication. Only scientific, R&D and professional services would fall into this category. Other service categories such as financial intermediation may require high skills and pay high wages but may not support employment on a large scale. Bahrain’s finance sector, about 17 percent of GDP, directly
employed less than 10 percent of Bahraini nationals in 2012, similar to London’s share of the finance and insurance sector (Cherif and Hasanov 2016). Moreover, it is not clear what higher value added implies in many of these industries such as post and telecommunications, financial intermediation, and transport—whether these are higher rents and profits or “true” contribution to production.

---

Figure 13. The Output Structure: Bahrain vs. Singapore

Source: United Nations (UN).

Figure 14. The Export Structure: Bahrain vs. Singapore

Source: UN COMTRADE, World Trade Organization, and Singapore Statistics.
These service categories may not be that easy to scale up and trade on a large level, and for large countries that manage this, it is not going to be a long-term growth strategy. India and Philippines are some examples of countries that managed to achieve scalability and tradability in telecommunications and information technology services. In fact, Philippines overtook India in call centers, which employ more than a million people, account for about 8 percent of GDP, and bring in huge export earnings (The Economist 2016). These types of industries could constitute “quick wins” or a snail crawl approach although it is not sufficient as a long-term growth strategy. And for large countries such as India that focus on services-led exports, the counterexample is China with its focus on manufacturing that has had higher sustained growth and employment generation than India.

Other services such as tourism are also “quick wins” but do not qualify as key to long-term growth. These industries may generate some export earnings, growth and employment. But as shown in Arezki, Cherif, and Piotrowski (2009), specialization in tourism yields limited growth benefits. An increase in the tourism sector share of exports by 8 percent (one standard deviation in a sample of more than 80 countries over 1980-1990) increases growth by only one-half percentage points a year. To generate growth, a country has to attract more tourists every year (as real spending per tourist is mostly constant), putting an exponentially higher strain on public services such as security, utilities, and waste management. In addition, tourism comprises low productivity activities such as trade and hotel/restaurants. Even in small open economies with a focus on service exports, the generated export earnings are not sufficient to cover enough of goods imports. The case of Bahrain with its large financial sector and tourism illustrates that the country’s positive net service balance only covered about a third of goods imports in 2011 (Cherif and Hasanov 2016).

Business services—which are sophisticated services—could support productivity growth and employment, and in fact, may be related to manufacturing industries. This spurred the debate on “servicification” of manufacturing. IMF (2018) shows that value-added of services in manufacturing gross output increased by about 6 percentage points between 1995 and 2011, accounting for about one-third of gross manufacturing output in a median country in 2011. Although services account for a larger share of manufacturing output now than before, it is not a significant share yet (although for some countries it is larger than 50 percent). Alternatively, knowledge-intensive business services seem to have sprung up in disappearing manufacturing clusters (Cermeño 2018a, 2018b). The share of knowledge-intensive business services in gross value added of GDP in constant dollars since the 1950s in the U.S. increased from under 20 percent to over 35 percent, while the share of manufacturing and other services stayed roughly the same. Cermeño (2018a, 2018b) shows that knowledge-intensive business services tend to be concentrated in densely populated areas although they could be done remotely. She argues that large local markets largely explain the localization of these services. Essentially, there are increasing returns to scale in this sector with spillover effects, economies of scale and proximity to skills, competitors and providers. And these knowledge hubs were originally related to the proximity to manufacturing clusters (Marshall 1880, Hall 1902).
Hong Kong’s experience illustrates the fine line in the measurement of manufacturing and services. Manufacturing played an important role in Hong Kong’s development. Employment in manufacturing peaked in the early 1980s with about 1 million workers out of 5 million total population (Trade and Industry Department 2018). Subsequently, manufacturing production relocated outside of Hong Kong as labor costs were much lower in mainland China. For example, in 2008, Hong Kong enterprises employed about 10 million workers in the Pearl river delta region while Hong Kong’s total population stood at about 7 million (Trade and Industry Department 2018). Although most of the manufacturing activities of these enterprises are not carried out in Hong Kong, the value they generate are classified under the services sector instead, blurring the true contribution of manufacturing to Hong Kong’s economy.

Our discussion on manufacturing as an important driver of sustained growth has come a full circle. Berger (2011), a co-chair of MIT’s Production in Innovation Research Commission argues that the next wave of technological innovations is tied to production processes and in which R&D is harder to separate than in IT and electronics industries of the past. In fact, Berger contends that innovation in manufacturing in some of these emerging industries like solar is key. Andrew Liveris, the executive chairman of DowDuPont, echoes the same point that manufacturing, in particular advanced manufacturing, is essential to the knowledge economy (Knowledge@Wharton 2017). According to Liveris, manufacturing is crucial for innovation: “If you have the shop floor, if you make things, you have the prototype for the next thing, so you can innovate.” (Knowledge@Wharton 2017). Based on Cohen and DeLong (2016) that studied Alexander Hamilton’s (one of the early architects of industrial policy) approach to catapult the U.S. to the technological frontier, DeLong has emphasized that manufacturing creates engineering communities of technological competence that help spread knowledge, generate spillovers, and sustain productivity growth. And sophisticated products are more likely to be in manufacturing than service industries.

A recent work by Diao, McMillan, and Rodrik (2017) examining growth episodes in developing countries in the past couple of decades suggests that none of these episodes has been driven by rapid industrialization observed in East Asian countries. In particular, in Africa, structural change from low to high productivity activities have been mostly driven by increased demand for goods and services in modern sectors rather than productivity improvements in those sectors. Manufacturing in Africa has also performed quite poorly. In contrast, in Latin America, which has experienced some within-sector productivity growth, structural change has made negative contribution to overall growth as labor moved from high-productivity sectors to low-productivity activities. McMillan and Rodrik (2011) argue that the pattern observed in Latin America is mostly due to commodity dependence, overvalued exchange rates, and deindustrialization. East Asia, which has experienced sustained growth, has seen both within-sector productivity growth and structural change as new industries were born, and resources moved from traditional to new industries. These papers cast doubt whether recent growth experiences in Latin America and Africa could be sustained.
E. Creating Domestic Innovators: From Convergence to Growth at the Frontier

We argue that the key to long-run sustained growth to reach the advanced country status and then keep up with the frontier growth is to promote technology and innovation at each stage of development. And the way to create technology and generate innovation is to produce sophisticated products. In fact, doing so and competing with other firms requires R&D and innovation in the first place. The first key element of the growth strategy is thus straightforward—produce sophisticated products to catch up with the frontier and keep producing sophisticated products, although not necessarily the same products, to keep up with the frontier. And it is not only producing sophisticated products, but also producing it by domestic firms. This is the second key element. Only then creating own technology would be possible. Creating and growing domestic innovators should be the focus of TIP.

The middle-income trap exemplifies the importance of creating own technology. Cherif and Hasanov (2015) show that Malaysia did follow the standard growth recipe but was not able to generate enough innovation to support productivity growth needed to escape the middle-income trap. The standard growth determinants such as infrastructure, macroeconomic stability, strength of institutions and governance, trade openness, and FDI did not seem to be the binding constraints, especially in comparison to Korea in the 1980s, which was at a similar level of development. The inflow of FDI and the arrival of large MNCs did result in a large boon to exports, increasing export sophistication considerably (Figure 15). However, manufacturing economy-wide productivity and TFP productivity growth lagged those of Korea of the 1980s (Figures 5 and 12).

The missing link in Malaysia compared to Korea and Taiwan Province of China is own technology creation. When Korea overtook Malaysia in 1985-86, its patents granted in the U.S. per 1000 people was about one per year while Malaysia stood at a quarter of that number (Figure 16). Both countries had relatively low number of patents in the early 1980s. However, since then, Korea’s patents have skyrocketed. The number of Malaysia’s patents per 1000 people granted in 2014 (about 9) was still much below Korea’s when it had a comparable level of income around 2000 (about 75). In this regard, Korea’s remarkable growth is driven by its remarkable innovation. When Korea’s chaebols started investing heavily in cutting-edge DRAM chips, with government support, in the mid-1980s, its GDP per capita relative to the U.S. only stood at around 25 percent (Kang 2001). By the early 1990s, Korean firms were already dominating the market. And when they started other sophisticated industries in the early 1970s like electronics and shipbuilding (HCI drive), the country’s relative income was only about 12 percent, just above the low-income threshold of 10 percent.

Lower R&D spending in Malaysia contributed to a smaller number of patents granted (Figure 17). R&D expense was much lower in Malaysia in 2012, a little over 1 percent of GDP, than it was in Korea of the 1990s, more than 2 percent of GDP, and even of the mid-1980s, 1.3 percent in 1984 (Tran 2013). This could partially be explained by a higher share of graduates in engineering, manufacturing, and construction in Korea (about 35 percent of
tertiary graduates) in the 1990s than that in Malaysia in the late 2000s (about 25 percent). The figures were reverse for social science graduates, 21 vs. 33 percent (Tran 2013).

Figure 15. Export Sophistication in Malaysia, Korea, and Taiwan Province of China
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Figure 16. Missing TIP: Patents Granted in the U.S.
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A focus on MNCs and technology transfer rather than growing domestic innovators contributed to the lack of innovation in Malaysia as compared to Korea and Taiwan Province of China. Cherif and Hasanov (2015) argue that although Malaysia recognized the importance of technology creation and provided various incentives for MNCs to diffuse technology and support local firms, it was not very successful at doing so. The country had some success with Vendor Development Program that had local content requirements (Felker 2001), but it was not sufficient. The Malaysian electronics cluster lacked the “packaging and integrating” capabilities of Singapore and product development and technology management capabilities of Taiwan Province of China (Best 2007). Rasiah (2007), using a sample of auto parts firms, showed that foreign ownership helped increase exports in East Asian countries, but R&D intensities were mostly driven by local firms. In Taiwan Province of China, which had much higher patent production than Malaysia, local electronics firms had higher technological intensity than foreign firms, opposite of the pattern observed in Malaysia (Rasiah 2004).

Figure 17. R&D Spending in Malaysia and Korea, 1996 vs. 2012

Source: WDI.

Singapore was more forceful in creating local firms and technology despite the large inflow of FDI and the presence of MNCs. Initially, Singaporean SOEs engaged with MNCs as subcontractors, but the Ministry of Finance was keen on creating local non-state-owned MNCs (Low 2001). The cluster-based industrialization in the 1990s led by Singapore’s Economic Development Board involved many stakeholders, including MNCs. For instance, the electronics cluster was spearheaded by the Singapore Technologies Group, an SOE, working in tandem with government research institutes, universities, and MNCs (Low 2001). Unlike the Malaysian electronics cluster that continued to engage in relatively low skill
production, the Singaporean electronics cluster moved up the quality ladder as low-cost manufacturing was becoming no longer viable (Best 2007).

Korea and Taiwan Province of China did not rely on MNCs in technology creation and instead, were determined to create their own technologies led by local firms. Taiwan Province of China’s electronics sector has been its pillar of stellar growth in the past decades, while Korea’s venture into automotive, shipbuilding and electronics is equally impressive. In both cases, the state played a key role in promoting these sectors (Cherif and Hasanov 2015).

Building domestic capabilities and creating own technology in sophisticated sectors are key elements to achieving innovation and sustained growth. In many instances, it would imply to enter sectors with little or no comparative advantage, lack of skills, experience, and resources, and high risk of losing money. The bigger the technological leap is (or the farther away from its comparative advantage the country is), the bigger the risk is and the longer it could take to discover the true outcome of initial investment (Rodrik 2005 and Chang and Lin 2009). However, in the long run, these sectors offer high returns and are the ones that could catapult the country into the high-income status. This high risk-high return tradeoff is exemplified by Nokia’s mobile unit (part of a Finnish logging company at the time) that had incurred losses for about 20 years and had to be cross-subsidized (Chang and Lin 2009).

The case of Korea offers strong support to the principle of innovation at early stages of development to generate sustained growth. Figure 18 shows patents granted in the U.S. for Korea and other countries at comparable levels of development. For instance, in the early 1970s, when Korea’s GDP per capita was similar to that of Tunisia and Philippines, the countries had a similar number of patents granted. Starting in 1980, as Korea had comparable levels of GDP per capita with Brazil, Chile, Malaysia, and Mexico, it was already receiving a higher number of patents. And the gap has been increasing with time. Looking at 2014, we observe that some countries increased their patents but not as dramatically as Korea had done. Even advanced countries at about same level of development in 2014 were patenting much less than Korea. Figure 19 shows actual patents, and the gap is enormous even with many advanced countries, which in fact have been experiencing relatively lower growth rates.

In fact, sustaining innovation at the frontier requires producing sophisticated products. Examining business R&D in OECD countries, one finds a striking pattern (Figure 20). The patents per capita in top innovator nations such as Korea, Japan, Finland, Switzerland, and the U.S. indicate that most of business R&D is done in high-tech manufacturing by large domestic firms. As discussed earlier, most of R&D is done in manufacturing and software/scientific services. Producing sophisticated products should lead to higher R&D and innovation. In venturing into these sectors, countries and firms would have no other option but to invest in R&D and innovate to compete.
Figure 18. Patents Granted in the U.S.: When Korea Overtook Other Countries (1970–2014)

Source: USPTO.

Figure 19. Patents Granted in the U.S.: Korea vs. Other Countries (1990–2014)

Source: USPTO.
In summary, technology and innovation are key to growth not only at the frontier but also at much lower levels of development. Taiwan Province of China and Korea’s experience shows that venturing into the frontier sectors and producing own technology at early stages of development pay off in sustaining high growth. It is a high return-high risk strategy and that is why it is important to support sectors rather than firms as it is not known ex ante which firm would succeed (Aghion 2016). Korea’s strategy followed this approach.31

We have come a full circle on income convergence toward the frontier and growth at the frontier. Producing sophisticated products provides productivity gains, spillovers, and other positive externalities needed to catch up. At the same time, producing sophisticated products requires high R&D spending and innovation to keep up with the frontier. High spending on R&D by large domestic firms in high tech areas early on suggests a path to achieving high and sustained growth.

![Figure 20. Who Creates Technology?](http://innovationpolicyplatform.org/STICharting/BERD.htm?iso=KR)

31 As argued by Hausmann and Rodrik (2003), it is optimal to encourage investments in the modern sector ex ante in the presence of uncertainty in terms of the sectors the country is good at.
VI. TIP THROUGH HISTORY

A. TIP Has Always Failed in the Past…Because It Was Not Tried

A standard argument against any sort of state intervention to spur the growth of new industries lies in the fact that there have been many failures in the past. On a superficial level it is true that most developing countries somehow attempted to develop new industries and acquire new technologies using some sort of state intervention. The policy tools used were diverse and ranged from subsidies and protection through tariffs all the way to price controls and the use of state enterprise monopolies.

Many public enterprises created in the great wave of industrial policies of the 1960s and 1970s ended up in financial disarray eating up huge amounts of resources. The widespread view is that industrial policy leads to inefficient enterprises which would perpetually live on state handouts mainly benefitting cronies. It is also usually believed that the bad financial situation of many developing economies in the 1980s and 1990s was the direct result of the resource misallocation and inefficiency resulting from “industrial policies”. If this is the case, how can it be that TIP was behind the spectacular success of the Asian miracles and how can one draw from it any useful lessons?

We argue that there are very few examples of TIPs in the past according to our definition. One of the pillars of the Asian miracles’ policies was export orientation in technologically sophisticated industries. In other words, transport companies such as airline companies, power companies, telecommunication networks or tourism do not qualify as part of TIP. That still leaves a great number of attempts in manufacturing industries such as heavy industries, automobile and electronics. There are a few examples where state intervention had an explicit objective to export immediately. Indeed, the pattern of the industrial policies of the 1960s and 1970s was to create productive capacities, mostly in heavy industries, which were mainly inward looking, i.e., import substitution industrialization.

The first observation is that the golden age of import substitution did yield a sizable increase in manufacturing production although it did not match those of the Asian miracles. We use the Groningen Growth and Development Centre (GGDC) 10-Sector database, which provides comparable data on sectoral productivity performance for 10 broad sectors from 1950 onward for many countries. Figure 21 shows the average annual growth rate of value added (VA) in manufacturing (in real terms per capita) over two different periods, i.e., 1965–1980 and 1980–2010. Over the first period, during the height of industrial policies, many developing economies achieved relatively high growth rates in manufacturing spurred by the import substitution policies. Among the best performers, manufacturing value added per capita grew at an average annual rate of about 10 percent in Indonesia, 7 percent in Nigeria and 6 percent in Brazil over 1965–1980. Yet, these performances were still dwarfed by that of the Asian miracles. Korea which started at a level of income per capita comparable to that of Indonesia

saw its manufacturing VA per capita grow at an annual rate of 15 percent, while those of Taiwan Province of China and Singapore grew by around 12 percent.

During the later period, 1980–2010, when import substitution policies were rolled back in most developing economies, the average growth rates of manufacturing production dropped significantly, and manufacturing stagnated in many economies. Meanwhile, manufacturing VA in the Asian miracles kept growing at relatively high rates, especially when controlling for initial income per capita. We offer evidence that among developing economies, very few pursued an export-oriented industrialization policy on a large scale as it was the case in the Asian miracles. Inward looking or outward looking could be proxied by the strength of the short-term relationship between the growth of manufacturing value-added and the growth of manufacturing exports. By strength, we mean whether these growth rates are correlated in a significant way and how

---

33 As shown by the decline in the slope and intercept of the fitted line.

34 In practice, countries may have mixed export orientation with little state intervention in some sectors with import substitution policies in others. This was the case in Malaysia for example which pursued import substitution in the automotive industry while being export oriented in electronics, heavily relying on MNCs (see Cherif and Hasanov 2015).
large this elasticity is. For example, if the relationship is significant and the elasticity is close to or greater than one, then one could say that such a country is export-oriented.

We use a structural break test to determine whether a break in the relationship happened and if so, the year of the break. The kernel distribution of the break years (when the null hypothesis that there was no structural break was rejected at a 5 percent level) shows that the distribution has a mode in mid-to late-1970s (Figure 22). Most countries that changed their short-term export/import orientation had already done so by 1990.

Studying the strength of the short-term relationship (elasticity and R-squared), the Asian miracles are clearly outliers over the 1970-1990 period. Singapore and Korea are among the very few countries with a high R-squared and an elasticity that is both significant and positive (Figure 23). Over 1990–2010, many countries would see the strength of the short-term relationship between exports and manufacturing output change (see Appendix Figure 1).

---

Figure 22. Kernel Distribution of Structural Break Years

Source: GGDC and WDI.

---

The regression model is (where all the variables are in real terms): \( \Delta \log(\text{manufacturing exports}) = c + \alpha \Delta \log(\text{manufacturing value added}) + \epsilon \)
The difference between the Asian miracles and other developing economies is even starker in terms of export performance. Figure 24 shows the ratios of manufacturing exports per capita relative to Korea in a large set of countries. While most advanced economies were exporting between 25 and 150 times as much as Korea in 1965, the ratios shrank by an order of magnitude to between twice to 8 times Korea’s exports per capita by 1980 (Figure 24a). Figure 24b covers the same period zooming on countries that started at less than twice Korea’s level of exports in manufacturing encompassing most of the available developing economies in the sample. Korea stands out as no country even remotely kept pace with it in terms of manufacturing exports. At best, countries like Malaysia and Tunisia, which exported more manufactured goods per capita than Korea in 1965, represented about 40 percent and 20 percent of Korea’s exports by 1980. Figure 24c and 24d show that Korea kept catching up with advanced economies, especially those with a comparable population size, while most developing economies kept falling behind (or at best their ratios stagnated at a fraction of Korea’s).

Source: GGDC and WDI.
We show further evidence that although most developing economies had tried some sort of industrial policy in the 1960s–1980s, there are very few countries that had achieved sustained growth in their production of manufacturing, especially beyond the 1980s and had a clear export orientation view that was even remotely comparable to Korea’s (and other Asian miracles’). In fact, our conjecture is that it is precisely thanks to its export orientation that Korea managed to sustain its growth in manufacturing output. In addition, Cherif, Hasanov, and Wang (2018), using cross-country growth regressions and neighbor-country instruments, find that export sophistication measures such as EXPY (Hausmann, Hwang, and Rodrik 2007), a manufacturing exports share, and manufacturing exports per capita, are all robust determinants of long-run growth.

We further illustrate our point by measuring the level of “manufacturing export intensity” (MEI) of a country by its market share in world manufacturing export (that is a country’s exports of manufacturing divided by the world’s total exports of manufacturing) normalized by its share in world population. For example, in 2010, Switzerland’s weight in world population was about 0.11 percent and its manufacturing export market share was 1.7 percent, producing the level of manufacturing export intensity of about 150 percent, which was 250 times greater than India’s (India represented close to 18 percent of world population at the time). In contrast to the growth rate of exports of manufacturing, which can be misleading if
for example a big country in terms of population starts exporting with almost no initial manufacturing base, a sizable change in this measure captures adequately whether a country is making a serious foray in world markets in relation to its population size over longer periods. The differences between low and middle-income countries and high-income countries according to this variable are stark. In 1970, the median manufacturing export intensity in low and middle-income economies was 5 percent compared to 270 percent in high-income economies. In 2014, it was 8 percent in low and middle-income economies and 370 percent in high-income economies. The gap between poor and rich countries in terms of manufacturing intensity was immense, and it has widened further.

Figure 25 shows the average growth of manufacturing value added per capita (in real terms) in relation to the change in manufacturing export intensity over 1970–1990 in a sample of developing economies (as of the 1970s). As noted above, these countries started at a very low level of manufacturing export intensity (with a median close to 0.05), and most have not increased it much over the period. Countries such as Korea, and to less extent Malaysia and Thailand, managed to simultaneously grow fast both in terms of manufacturing output and manufacturing export intensity. In fact, by 1990, Korea jumped close to the initial level of export intensity of the median high-income country. Meanwhile, countries such as China and Indonesia achieved particularly high growth rates in manufacturing output (7–10 percent on average in per capita terms) without changing much their manufacturing export intensity. This provides compelling evidence of an import substitution policy that was still largely in place until the late 1980s. Other countries known for their import substitution policies in the 1970s and 1980s, such as Egypt, Nigeria and India, follow the same pattern of relatively high growth of manufacturing output and a negative change in their manufacturing export intensity. The rest of the countries had both small growth rates in manufacturing output and small or negative change in manufacturing export intensity. Chile is a clear outlier as its laissez-faire policy led to an anemic growth in manufacturing output and a collapse in its manufacturing export intensity. In other words, besides Korea and a few other countries, developing economies did not pursue simultaneously a rapid industrialization and an export-oriented policy.

---

36 The data are taken from de Vries et al. (2015). Appendix Figure 2 uses U.N. statistics data and covers more countries, but the overall picture is similar.
Although important, economies of scale are not necessarily the only reason behind the failure of ISI policies. The lack of export orientation leads to a lack of productivity improvements, innovation, and dynamism while ISI policies are also usually accompanied by distortions and perverse incentives. India, with its large market, represents a good case that controls for the lack of economies of scale in the failure of ISI policies.

India led a particularly ambitious import substitution policy in the wake of its independence in 1947 and until the late 1970s. Its objective was to produce domestically a high proportion of its consumption of most manufactured goods. By 1970, this goal was achieved to a considerable extent (Krueger 1975). Meanwhile, despite its huge domestic market and relative fast growth in manufacturing output, India has suffered regularly from hard currency shortages and its growth rate in per capita terms was nonetheless anemic. It is worth studying the policy tools and incentives and disincentives put in place at the time and how they distorted economic decisions.

The import substitution goal was achieved through an intricate web of rules and regulations at the center of which was the licensing system. Domestic producers were completely shielded from international competition through restrictions on imports and sometimes import bans. Moreover, domestic firms enjoyed extensive monopoly rents as domestic competition was
heavily curtailed. In parallel, cumbersome regulations were a constant burden on firms. To be able to produce a certain good (finished or intermediate), an industrialist needed to apply for several licenses including a capacity license allowing to produce a specific good and setting total capacity and yearly production\textsuperscript{37} as well as the number of shifts (and sometimes at the level of specific models in the case of the car industry). To import inputs and machinery, a separate license was needed to secure the foreign exchange needed. Even the technical support associated with some machinery purchase had to be licensed separately as “foreign collaboration” license (see Krueger 1975). Price controls were also applied in many industries and the delays to get licenses approved could be in the order of several years.

These policies resulted in a situation where profits depended more on the ability to secure the adequate licenses than on competition through improved productivity or innovation\textsuperscript{38}. The inability to produce continuously (as a result of power shortage, unavailable spare parts or raw materials, and other administrative hurdles to import intermediate goods) also influenced the type of technology adopted, which did not entail economies of scale and was less conducive to learning-by-doing or R&D. For example, the automotive industry in 1970 was producing models that were produced in other countries in the early 1950s (Krueger 1975). The policies pursued were also detrimental to many firms that were prevented from integrating vertically and had to rely on inefficient and often expensive suppliers. Some indigenous materials and local machinery makes were banned from imports leading to prices up to tenfold international prices.

Despite rules that forced firms to export some of their production in some industries or to generate enough exports to cover their initial investment in machinery (e.g., firms producing for more than 5 years had to export 5 percent of their output in the automotive industry), exports generated rarely exceeded the minimum requirements, which were small to begin with. Among the reasons cited, the heavy paperwork burden, the costly expansion of capacity, the difficulty to meet continuously the stringent delivery deadlines and volumes in a context of recurrent disruptions\textsuperscript{39}, and above all profit margins that were way too low compared to the domestic market.

India’s import substitution policy, which is representative of the policies pursued by developing economies in the 1960s and 1970s, contradicts key principles of TIP except for the intervention to create domestic capabilities, which it did with relative success. Krueger (1975) argues that many of the firms supported by ISI policies could compete globally if they had

\textsuperscript{37} The anecdote of a firm in the automotive industry reaching its production limit before end-year and asking its entire staff to work on building a garden, illustrates the limits of the type of state micromanagement associated with import substitution policies (Krueger 1975).

\textsuperscript{38} For example, some firms would strategically aim at over-capacity and the associated oversized rights to intermediate goods imports, to drive out competitors.

\textsuperscript{39} A great source of uncertainty for potential exporters is that an input can be added to the list of banned imports, provided a domestic firm justifies that it can \textit{ex ante} meet local demand. However, firms may still fail to meet the demand quantity and quality standards, costing the exporter several months of disruption while it tries to lift the import ban.
access to raw materials and intermediate inputs, which were heavily restricted (e.g., licensing requirements). She concludes that “By that criterion, import-substitution policies have been highly successful” (Krueger 1975, p. 111). However, pushing domestic firms to compete on international or domestic markets was far from a priority. On the contrary, monopoly rents on the huge domestic market insured that firms had no serious interest in the difficult and risky export markets. More important, achieving self-sufficiency in most tradable final goods did not prevent India from suffering from hard currency shortages as it still relied on key imported inputs such as raw materials and machinery. In other words, import substitution gives an illusion of self-sufficiency while remaining vulnerable to external shocks.

C. Export Orientation, not Tariffs, is the Secret Ingredient

As mentioned earlier, export orientation has been a critical ingredient of the Asian miracles’ industrial policies. It represented a major departure from the import-substitution policies adopted in most developing economies in the 1960s–1980s. On the surface, these two types of policies, Asian miracles vs. the typical ISI that failed in the past, were similar. Both relied on tariffs to protect their domestic markets and used subsidies to support domestic champions in selected strategic sectors (see Wade 1990, Chang 2002 and Woo 1991). However, these similarities, which are usually downplayed or simply ignored as they do not fit the standard recipe, hide fundamental differences in the approaches taken.

In the typical developing economy, tariffs and other barriers to entry were meant to limit competition on the domestic market, in some cases a public monopoly, and there was no specific incentive to export and compete on international markets. This model can lead to some successes in the sense that production would increase, and capabilities would improve. This is consistent with the evidence shown in the 1970s–80s. However, over time, the lack of competition would mean little investment in R&D and innovation and quasi-total dependence on imported intermediate goods, especially critical high technologies. In relatively small economies, the protected firms would have to put in place relatively small-scale production units and would not take advantage of economies of scale. In large economies such India, ISI policies would lead to sizable misallocation of factors, where inefficient firms would perpetually survive, and efficient ones prevented from growing as a result of different constraints such as access to imported inputs (see Krueger 1975 and Hsieh and Klenow 2009 for a more recent study). Even if these firms were well managed and were not captured by well-connected individuals, they would perpetually depend on different types of protection from international and domestic competition and on subsidies. In this context, domestic firms would be extremely vulnerable to a combination of devaluation and lifting of tariffs as they would see the cost of their inputs increase without an improvement in their competitiveness in the absence of exports. Although textbook economics would predict a pick-up in exports following a depreciation, in practice, firms cannot start exporting overnight. When eventually these protections and support are lifted, typically in a phase of fiscal consolidation or currency
crisis, the ISI model becomes suddenly unsustainable and industrial policy ultimately doomed to be a failed experiment.40

In contrast, in the Asian miracles, tariffs were only a tool among many to promote exports by ensuring a minimum rent for domestic producers while competition was fierce both at home and abroad. The Asian miracles used all the tools available to ensure as much revenue as possible to the whole sector but not necessarily to specific firms and they managed to get away with it in the context of the cold war. More important, firms receiving support were expected to export and were subject to strict accountability, including export quotas in Korea (see Woo 1991) or preferred credit and tariff conditions in Taiwan Province of China (see Wade 1990). Firms had to invest heavily in R&D and innovate to compete on international markets. They would also have to set large production capacities, much larger than if they were limited by the domestic market and reap the benefits of economies of scale. An ever-increasing level of integration was sought to increase profitability and take advantage of lower wages domestically, which was often the result of state intervention.41 Exporting firms would either integrate vertically or they would help create a network of suppliers by sending teams of engineers to train their workers (see Wade 1990 and Chang 2002). Given enough time, and under a strict accountability framework and exposed to intense competition in foreign markets, exporting firms would become immune to lifting barriers and would even benefit from a devaluation as their primary market was outside the country.

Export orientation prevents from falling in an illusion of economic “independence” and tariffs are neither necessary nor sufficient to succeed. The contrast between ISI and export orientation can be illustrated by the different paths followed by Korea’s Hyundai and Malaysia’s Proton.42 While Hyundai became a global brand and a highly successful and innovative car maker, providing demand for a dense network of suppliers, Proton is a less integrated automaker relying on critical imported inputs (e.g., Mitsubishi’s engine to this day) with insignificant exports and a domestic market, which is challenged by foreign automakers despite tariffs and subsidies.

In both countries, strong state intervention led to the creation of new capabilities in the 1970s in the automotive industry. A mix of subsidies, tariffs to protect the domestic market as well as joint-ventures and licensing agreements with Japanese and U.S. automakers helped establish the first car makers in both countries. However, there were key differences in terms of policies followed.

Proton never experienced the kind of strong push for exports and competition Hyundai faced in Korea. The Korean conglomerate targeted aggressively foreign markets since the beginning following a strategy described as “move first, then learn and adjust”. One of the first factories

---

40 These firms could even be profitable without subsidies as long as they can import inputs at a favorable exchange rate and sell them on a domestic market with a high markup.

41 See Wade (1990) for the case of Taiwan Province of China.

42 See Cherif and Hasanov (2015) for more details and references.
built in the mid-80s had an annual capacity of 300,000 surpassing the total annual domestic demand of Korea of 250,000 and solely dedicated to the U.S. market. It also built early on its own network of car dealerships and advertisement in the U.S. In contrast, Proton remained inward oriented with a modest production capacity compared to global players. When Proton was trying to export to the U.S. market, it relied on local dealerships and could not build a strong brand. It is reported that dealers would use the cheap Proton cars as bait and try to sell more aggressively other more expensive brands. In terms of local content, to this day Proton still relies on a license from Mitsubishi to produce its engine while Hyundai leapfrogged technologically in the 1980s and managed to design its own engine. Finally, Hyundai is one of the few survivors of many attempts to set up global automotive players by other chaebols.

D. Can Laissez-Faire Be Worse than Import Substitution?

In contrast to Norway and most developing economies at the time, Chile followed a literal version of “laissez-faire” policy until the early 1980s with disastrous effects. Among others, it ruled out import substitution policies (e.g., it lifted tariffs unilaterally) and avoided sectoral policies altogether founding its strategy on the expectation that comparative advantage sectors would naturally emerge in the absence of state intervention, provided the business environment and major government failures were tackled. As shown in Figure 25, this strategy made Chile an outlier in a negative way. Over 1970–90, it witnessed a sizable loss in terms of market share in manufacturing exports although it started from a relatively high position compared to other developing economies. For example, in 1970, Chile’s manufacturing export intensity was about 200 percent compared to a median of 5 percent in developing economies and much greater than Malaysia’s, which was about 80 percent. In 1990, the situation was reversed where Chile’s MEI was about 70 percent and Malaysia’s 210 percent. More striking, while most developing economies managed to achieve relatively high growth rates in their manufacturing output, Chiles manufacturing per capita grew at a meagre annual rate of 0.35 percent compared to more than 8 percent in Malaysia, for example.

The 1982 crisis triggered a roll back of Chile’s laissez-faire experiment when it raised its tariff on imports and re-introduced some sort of state intervention to spur export growth albeit through indirect tools and favoring what it considered comparative advantage sectors such as agroindustry. For example, over 1985-2003, the “reintegro simplificado” (simplified reintegration) program provided an export subsidy to help firms export in non-traditional sectors (Varas 2012). Later, in the 1990s and early 2000s, the Chilean Economic Development Agency (CORFO), which focused on SMEs, helped facilitate funding and technical assistance while Fundación Chile, which was based on a private-public partnership, helped create start-up companies in projects promoting technology transfers. After Fundación Chile helped adopt Norwegian technology in its nascent salmon industry, the industry took off and remained its most successful case. Yet overall Chile still pursued the free market approach, which indirectly translated to less interventionist policies for Fundación Chile.

43 This asymmetry in incentives for car dealerships could explain why Tesla, which relies on its own network, has been more successful than other firms in selling fully electric cars (see de Rubens et. al. 2018).
Interestingly, the main successes of Chile in non-mineral exports such as salmon and blueberries can be attributed to its state interventions through these agencies.

Despite these successes and Chile’s relatively steady real GDP growth and macro-stability, its productivity growth has lagged its peers. Chile’s GDP per capita relative to that of the U.S. fluctuated in the range of about 20–30 percent since early 1960s until mid-2000s. This could be explained by its focus on natural resources and low sophistication sectors such as agroindustries in contrast to other natural resource producers such as Malaysia, Mexico and Indonesia. They have outpaced Chile by a large margin in terms of export sophistication for the past two decades. More striking, Chile’s total factor productivity has stagnated since 1970 (see Cherif and Hasanov 2015).

E. Earlier Miracles in Advanced Economies and the Forgotten Hand of the State

“Late late comers”, as the Asian miracles are usually described in the development literature (see Amsden 2003), are not the only ones that used state intervention to steer the economy into specific industries. As argued by Chang (2002), there is strong evidence that the catching up of the original “late comers,” i.e. Japan, Germany and before them the United States, show similar patterns.

Alexander Hamilton, the first secretary of the Treasury of the United States, outlined a strategy to promote manufacturing to catch up with Britain (Hamilton 1791). Chang (2002) and Cohen and De Long (2016) argue that the economic dominance of the U.S. was the result of a stream of visionary market-distorting state interventions which started with Alexander Hamilton. Among the policies they cite, protectionism and intervention to develop research appear to have played a prominent role to develop infant industries.

High tariffs to protect nascent manufacturing industries had been a landmark of U.S. economic policy since Alexander Hamilton until after Second World War. For example, at the turn of the 20th century, when Argentina and the U.S. had similar levels of income per capita, tariff on manufactured goods were about 45 percent in the former and about 5 percent in Argentina, the highest and the lowest among the advanced countries, respectively. Moreover, state directed research and development to acquire new technologies has also been an integral part of Hamilton’s strategy and, although it has changed in its form, the tradition has continued to the present. One would see the same pattern in the development of Germany and Japan (see Chang 2002).

To this day, there are still strong elements of industrial policy in advanced economies albeit in a quite indirect form. Mazzucato (2013) studies the direct contribution of government programs to what is commonly thought of as private innovations. For example, she shows that many components of the Apple iPhone, the product that made Apple one of the biggest companies in the world by market valuation, including its path-breaking touch screen technology, were originally developed thanks to government subsidies and in particular from defense programs. The same applies to what is considered as a key innovation in the last two decades, the internet and computers. O’Mara (2004) shows that the origins of Silicon Valley’s
rise are strongly related to the prodigious defense and space programs during the cold war, in particular through procurement policies.

Other industrial policy tools were used in advanced economies. The German development bank KfW, played a major role in the reconstruction of the country after the Second World War (see Naqvi, Henow, and Chang 2018). The public bank targeted among others sophisticated tools and machinery industries which later became the engine of the German economy. To this day, the bank plays an important role with assets representing 14 percent of GDP in 2016 and about 6 percent of the banking sector (more than 500 billion euros). As an example of its leading role in technological leapfrogging, the public bank financed close to 100 percent of all the projects in renewable energy between 2007 and 2009 in the early stages of the “Energiewende” drive. The private sector has since gradually increased its share of financing but only after the government undertook most of the risky initial investment.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We argue that the success of the Asian Miracles was not a matter of luck but the result of TIP. Although they were not hit with severe negative shocks or possessed some intrinsic characteristics for success, their high sustained growth was the outcome of the implementation of an ambitious technology and innovation policy over decades that kept adapting to changing conditions and moving to the next level of sophistication. The state set ambitious goals, managed to adapt fast, and imposed accountability for its support to industries and firms. We argue that first, TIP was based on the state intervention to facilitate the move of domestic firms into sophisticated sectors beyond the existing comparative advantage. Second, export orientation since the onset played a key role in sustaining competitive pressure and pushing firms to innovate. This strategy contrasts with import substitution industrialization strategies, prevalent until the late 1980s among developing economies, that led to inefficiencies, lack of innovation, and persistent dependence on key imported inputs. Finally, the discipline of the market and accountability were enforced in a strict manner.

We interpret the various degrees of success of developing economies in achieving a higher income status as corresponding to different levels of ambition and policies pursued in conducting TIP. The more a country was willing to leap technologically beyond comparative advantage and the more this technology was produced by domestic firms, the higher the chances were to sustain high growth.

Most countries in the middle-income trap have followed some elements of TIP, notably by attracting MNCs and joining GVCs of sophisticated products, but they have mostly failed in developing their own technology at the frontier or moving away from low R&D intensity sectors such as natural resource extraction. Relatively successful countries such as Chile and Malaysia have managed to solve a great deal of government failures while developing new exports such as salmon and blueberries in Chile and rubber and palm oil in Malaysia, but mostly relying on foreign technologies. Meanwhile, the Asian miracles were moving to the
undertaking long-term and risky projects in automotive and electronics while developing own technologies in these fields.

For the other countries stagnating or falling behind, we argue that either the policies they followed do not qualify as TIP, given the criteria we have established, or it is difficult to disentangle bad luck from bad policies. Most developing countries have attempted some type of industrial policy in the past and there are many examples of failures. For example, industrial policy in the automotive industry in Malaysia and India failed in the past but they were conducted within an ISI framework, which was the rule rather than the exception in the 1960s-1980s. Other examples such as the aircraft industry in Indonesia in the past do not provide sufficient evidence against TIP. Perhaps Indonesia was hit with bad luck with the Asian crisis of 1998 and could have emulated the success of EMBRAER in Brazil if given more time.

We gave a broad definition of TIP, but it would be useful to clarify what it is not. Our argument is not that TIP succeeds in every sector every time or that it does not entail risks. Rather, we argue that TIP offers broad concepts of a growth strategy, the modalities (e.g., tools) of which are yet to be defined. We also do not argue that the tools traditionally associated with industrial policy, such as subsidies, tariffs and the use of SOEs44, are necessarily effective ways to pursue TIP. Some of these policies could in fact explain the failures of industrial policy in the past. In terms of the role of state, TIP is the exact opposite of centralized planning, as it favors more competition and autonomy of the private sector, not less. The role of the state to intervene is to correct market failures where they exist and enforce a strict market discipline. As such, it is the exact opposite of indefinite support for under-performing, under-innovating and rent-seeking firms. We are not arguing that TIP is easy to pursue or that there is a cookbook recipe. For example, how to select sectors or enforce a strict market discipline is still an uncharted territory, but it is an important area to explore.

More important, TIP is not in opposition to the standard recipe of macro-stability, improving institutions and business environment, or investing in infrastructure and human capital. All these ingredients are necessary, but not necessarily sufficient for high sustained growth. Through the lens of TIP, policymakers can set clearer priorities for their growth strategies, and we argue that higher and more sustained growth is more probable. The Asian Miracles correspond to the most ambitious version of TIP, which led them from low-income to high-income status in a couple of generations. But there is a spectrum of possibilities depending on domestic and external conditions and how ambitious the authorities are and how willing they are to implement TIP.

44 The public sector is not necessarily unfit for the task as the example of Singapore shows, where the government-linked companies played a significant role in the economy since independence and are run efficiently on a competitive and commercial basis (Ramirez and Tan 2004).
To apply the principles of TIP, one would need to specify the strategies that countries can use depending on their own circumstances. This entails addressing questions such as what specific sectors to focus on, what type of institutions to build, and what types of skills and infrastructure to acquire, and how to do so. Cherif and Hasanov (forthcoming) attempt to address these issues in a follow-up paper.
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### APPENDIX I. TABLES

#### Table 1. Taiwan Province of China: Machinery and Transport Equipment Top RCAs Industries 1970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Export share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7241</td>
<td>Textile and leather machinery, and parts thereof, nes</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7242</td>
<td>Textile and leather machinery, and parts thereof, nes</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7231</td>
<td>Civil engineering, contractors plant and equipment and parts, nes</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7173</td>
<td>Parts, nes, of rotating electric plant</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7331</td>
<td>Metalworking machinery</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72XX</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7293</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7292</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7299</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7249</td>
<td>Machinery for preparing, tanning, working leather, etc; parts nes</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7291</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7329</td>
<td>Metalworking machinery</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7221</td>
<td>Tractors (other than those falling in heading 74411 and 7832)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

72348 Machines and mechanical appliance for public works, nes
72721 Machines, appliances for animal, vegetable fats and oils industry
72842 Machines for the rubber and plastics materials industries, nes
72843 Machines and mechanical appliances for the tobacco industry, nes
72844 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating wood, nes
72845 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes
72846 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes
72847 Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes
72848 Other machinery, mechanical appliances having individual functions

#### Table 2. Taiwan Province of China: Machinery and Transport Equipment Top Export Industries 1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Export share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7525</td>
<td>Peripheral units, including control and adapting units</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7599</td>
<td>Parts, nes of and accessories for machines of headings 7512 and 752</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7764</td>
<td>Electronic microcircuits</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7523</td>
<td>Complete digital central processing units; digital processors</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7649</td>
<td>Parts, nes of and accessories for apparatus falling in heading 76</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7852</td>
<td>Cycles, not motorized</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7788</td>
<td>Other electrical machinery and equipment, nes</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7731</td>
<td>Insulated electric wire, cable, bars, etc</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7721</td>
<td>Switches, relays, fuses, etc; switchboards and control panels, nes</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7284</td>
<td>Machinery for specialized industries and parts thereof</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7522</td>
<td>Complete digital data processing machines</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7528</td>
<td>Off-line data processing equipment, nes</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7853</td>
<td>Invalid carriages; parts, nes of articles of heading 785</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

7512 Calculating, accounting, cash registers, ticketing, etc; machines
752 Automatic data processing machines and units thereof
76 Telecommunications, sound recording and reproducing equipment
785 Cycles, scooters, motorized or not; invalid carriages

Source: UN COMTRADE and World Trade Flows (Feenstra and Romalis 2014).
### Table 3. Korea: Machinery and Transport Equipment Top RCAs Industries 1970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Export share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7242</td>
<td>Textile and leather machinery, and parts thereof, nes</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7292</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7293</td>
<td>Parts, nes of machines in headings 72348, 72721, and 72842-72848</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72348</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliance for public works, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72721</td>
<td>Machines, appliances for animal, vegetable fats and oils industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72842</td>
<td>Machines for the rubber and plastics materials industries, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72843</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliances for the tobacco industry, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72844</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliances for treating wood, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72845</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72846</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72847</td>
<td>Machines and mechanical appliances for treating metals, nes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72848</td>
<td>Other machinery, mechanical appliances having individual functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Korea: Machinery and Transport Equipment Top Export Industries 1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Export share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7764</td>
<td>Electronic microcircuits</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7932</td>
<td>Ships, boats and other vessels</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7525</td>
<td>Peripheral units, including control and adapting units</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7611</td>
<td>Television receivers, colour</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7638</td>
<td>Other sound recording and reproducer, nes; video recorders</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7649</td>
<td>Parts, nes of and accessories for apparatus falling in heading 76</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7761</td>
<td>Television picture tubes, cathode ray</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7621</td>
<td>Radio receivers for motor-vehicles</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7758</td>
<td>Electro-thermic appliances, nes</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7861</td>
<td>Trailers and transports containers</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sitc4</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Telecommunications, sound recording and reproducing equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UN COMTRADE and World Trade Flows (Feenstra and Romalis 2014).
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